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Abstract

The performance of parallel programs on multicores critically depends on hardware-conscious implementations that considers low-level characteristics of the machine. Among others, this applies to the implementation of memory allocation and synchronization primitives.

However, as a result of hardware being increasingly complex, it is hard to understand the implications of their characteristics on software’s performance. Worse, hardware diversity makes it non-trivial to apply optimizations that are promising for one piece of hardware to another. Finally, fast paced changes in hardware-design require programmers to adopt their programs frequently to keep up with trends dictated by hardware making manual tuning an unattractive solution.

One possible solution to the problem is to provide systems that model hardware characteristics and automatically configure themselves accordingly. For memory allocation, we investigate this with Shoal, a smart machine-aware memory allocator that applies data distribution, partitioning and replication automatically when allocating memory and further uses advanced hardware features such as DMA engines and large/huge pages where applicable. The choice depends on the application’s memory access patterns, which we propose to extract automatically from high-level parallel programs. We implement and evaluate this approach for Green-Marl, a domain specific language in the field of graph analytics.

The second part of this thesis investigates synchronization implemented on top of message-passing-based group communication primitives. Optimizing them gains importance even within single machines as a result of an increase in software-parallelism and resulting scalability challenges of shared-memory implementations. We propose the use highly tuned multicast trees as a building block for higher-level applications. If made machine-aware, high level protocols such as barriers or agreement protocols built on top of these trees then directly benefit from optimizations applied on the lower level. As a result, they are simpler to program while being competitive or better than hand-tuned state-of-the art implementations. Further, it relieves programmers from having to understand intricacies of multicore hardware. The challenge with optimizing multicasts is to select the tree topology and the order in which messages are sent from each core. Our approach to solving
this problem is to generate the tree from a small number of intuitive heuristics while simulating it’s execution. Simulation requires a detailed model of a machine’s message-passing performance. We found that available hardware information is too coarse grained and propose to acquire the model from a small number of carefully crafted micro-benchmarks automatically.

With both our memory allocator and our synchronization framework we show two examples of how to built a system that achieves good performance on a wide range of multicore machines without programmers having to manually tune their implementations and without them having to understand the intricate details of modern multicore hardware.
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Introduction

Multicore background

In this thesis, we investigate the programmability of multicore machines in the light of increasing hardware complexity and diversity. We focus on memory allocation and synchronization. As we will show, when configured suboptimally both are causing penalties for the performance of parallel programs. The miss-configuration is frequently (i) a result of programmers not understanding the complexities of modern hardware, (ii) them not keeping up with changes of hardware characteristics driven by recent development in this area or (iii) simply a lack of resources to tune algorithms to a wide range of such machines.

Modern multicore machines are increasingly complex and diverse hardware platforms. Among others, this is especially true for the memory hierarchy consisting of several memory controllers placed across the machine and an increasing number of processors that are often connected by hierarchical interconnect network. Figure 1.1 shows an example of such a machine with eight memory controllers (one per socket) and a enhanced twisted-ladder interconnect.

Processor cores are typically grouped in sockets sharing NUMA nodes and often the last-level cache. Communication between cores on the same node are normally significantly faster than communication across nodes. Since the interconnect network exhibits similar properties as traditional networks, multicore machines have been treated as distributed systems [BPS+09].

Memory access latency and bandwidth then depend on which core accesses which memory location [BPS+09, BWCC+08] and further the interconnect may suffer congestion when access to memory controllers is unbalanced [DFF+13]. We will discuss multicore machines in greater detail in Chapter 2.

In order to mitigate high access cost, processors access main memory
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of a modern multicore machine.

through a multi-level cache hierarchy. Caches replicate data stored in main memory. If data has spacial locality, the smaller caches can help to avoid unnecessary expensive memory accesses and reduce traffic on the interconnect that would otherwise be needed to fetch data from remote memory controllers.

Replication, as with caching, introduces consistency issues: data is now stored several times in different locations. Care has to be taken when updating replicated state to ensure that updates to it are visible to processors in a consistent manner. On multicores, the hardware takes care of providing this consistency by means of a built-in cache-coherence protocol.

Problem statement

Multicore machines pose significant challenges to programmers when writing software due to their increasing complexity and diversity. Where to allocate and how to access memory as well as synchronization between threads are two examples: if configured suboptimally, the performance of parallel programs can suffer.

We illustrate this with an example: the popular Streamcluster benchmark. We evaluate the memory allocation aspect in Detail in Section 4.6.1 and the synchronization in Section 5.5.7).

Streamcluster allocates memory using a low-level malloc call, which pro-
1.2. Problem statement

...vides no guarantees about where memory is allocated or other details such as the page size to use. Linux, for example, currently employs a first-touch memory allocation strategy. In that case memory is allocated on the NUMA closest to thread requesting it. If memory is initialized sequentially from just one thread, all memory ends up on the same NUMA node causing contention on the interconnect and an imbalance in memory controller usage.

For synchronization, Streamcluster relies on glibc’s pthread barriers. The implementation relies on a single shared counter [gli16], which is atomically incremented until the required number of threads is reached. pthread barriers are unaware of hardware specific performance characteristics and hence fail to achieve optimal performance on current multicores. This is due to collisions when accessing the cache-line storing the counter exclusively causing many unnecessary cache-line transfers.

Table 1.1 shows a preview of the performance of a parallel benchmark program (PARSEC’s Streamcluster) in a native configuration compared to our machine-aware memory management and synchronization optimizations that we are going to introduce throughout this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory access</th>
<th>machine (cf. Section A)</th>
<th>synchronization native/pthreads</th>
<th>optimized</th>
<th>native/pthreads</th>
<th>optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>native/malloc</td>
<td>I SB 4x8x2</td>
<td>236.5</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>native/malloc</td>
<td>A IL 4x4x2</td>
<td>215.6</td>
<td>197.9</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Execution time of Streamcluster [seconds] using Streamcluster’s default configuration (“native”) compared to what can be achieved with machine-aware optimizations (“optimized”). We list machine configurations in Section A.

This example shows, that the performance of parallel programs critically depends on the implementation of memory allocation and synchronization implementations:

**Memory allocation** Firstly, due to NUMA characteristics of multicores, care has to be taken when allocating and accessing memory. Programmers now have the choice of where to allocate memory and how to distribute a program’s state on NUMA nodes. The cost of accessing memory depends on where memory is allocated. The goal is to avoid expensive remote memory accesses in favor of local ones to reduce access cost. Moreover, memory accesses should be balanced across memory controllers, so that all of them can be saturated to achieve the highest accumulated bandwidth when accessing memory in parallel. Balancing memory accesses also helps to avoid contention on individual interconnect links for cross-nodes memory transfers.
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Replication can be used, or memory can be partitioned, but the configuration depends on the NUMA hierarchy of the machine and application access patterns. Additionally, additional hardware features such as DMA engines might be available on some platforms, but the available is machine-dependent and hence often not considered as viable optimization.

**Synchronization** Secondly, as a consequence of an increasing number of cores and a more distributed nature of the machine, communication between parallel execution contexts is gaining importance and can harm performance if implemented sub-optimally. Rather than using shared-memory and consequently relying on the cache-coherence protocol, one solutions is to use a message-passing based programming model. Here, each pair of cores uses distinct buffers avoiding contention. The challenge then is to build efficient group communication on top of individual peer-to-peer channels. If for example a tree topology was to be used, the optimal outdegree in each node depends on the ratio of the costs for sending and receiving messages and the order in which to send messages depends on the cost of communicating on links. However, this information is not available to the OS or application runtime. For example, send and receive costs depend on the cores that are communicating and is highly specific to the machine and as such hard for the programmer to configure manually.

Good memory allocation and synchronization are tricky to achieve on today’s multicores: Firstly, detailed knowledge of hardware characteristics and a good understanding of their implications on algorithm performance is needed for efficient and scalable implementations. However, programmers are often oblivious to the intricate details of their hardware and fail to reason about implications for their algorithm’s performance.

Secondly, hardware evolves quickly meaning that design choices must be constantly re-evaluated to ensure good performance on modern hardware. Thirdly, because hardware is diverse, even if a program is optimized well for a certain machine, machine-specific optimizations are unlikely to work on other machines that programmers might be targeting. Both, hardware diversity and evolution impose high engineering and maintenance costs, even for expert programmers that understand the complexities of their hardware.

Lastly, the performance of program does not only depend on the machine, but the choice of algorithms also depends on the program itself. For example, memory access patterns for example should be considered when deciding where to allocate memory.

While manually tuning programs is worthwhile in high-performance computing or niche markets, where hardware changes less rapidly, general purpose machines have too broad a hardware range for this to be practical for many domains. The result is suboptimal performance on most platforms due to programmers failing to keep up with hardware changes.
1.3. Goals and contributions

Hence, as a consequence, of suboptimal memory management and inefficient synchronization the performance of parallel programs can be severely limited on general purpose multicores. This can be seen in many programs today. Programmers take little care of where memory is allocated and how it is accessed and use synchronized primitives that are not tuned to the machines they are running one.

In this thesis, we investigate how memory allocation and synchronization can be configured automatically to relief programmers from having to understand intricacies of complex and diverse multicore hardware.

Goals and contributions

To aid programmers in coping with constantly evolving hardware, we aim to provide a framework for the development of parallel programs that achieves good performance without requiring any low-level manual tuning of memory allocation and synchronization primitives. This releases programmers from the burden of having to repeatedly re-write applications due to changes in the hardware landscape.

To address the problems described in the previous section, this thesis explores and combines several ideas (visualized in Figure 1.2):

**Machine model** A model of the machine that makes relevant aspects of the hardware and their application on algorithm performance available to programmers and the runtime system. We show how good performance for synchronization primitives and memory access can be achieved across a wide range of machines if the model is used to tuned their implementations.

**Application requirements** A set of compiler extensions that extract application resource requirements automatically out of high-level parallel languages. We show this for memory access patterns.
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**Workload characteristics** Application resource requirements often not just depend on algorithms, but also the workload there are executing. Memory access patterns, for example, can be expressed in a more fine-grained manner based on characteristics of the input workload. For graphs, we currently express memory access patterns depending on the number of nodes and edges in the graph.

**Shoal’s memory management** A runtime that smartly tunes memory allocation and access based on memory access patterns and the machine model without programmers involvement. The enable that, we provide a memory abstraction that allows to swap the low-level implementation for memory allocation and access without having to recompile the program.

**Smelt’s group-communication** A machine-aware tree topology exposing basic broadcast primitives to programmers that can be used to implement scalable higher-level algorithms in a simple fashion, yet achieving performance competitive to complex state-of-the-art algorithms.

We believe that our approach allows to develop robust programs that are less sensitive to changes introduces by evolving hardware.

**Collaborative work**

In addition to my advisor Prof. Dr. Timothy Roscoe, work presented in this thesis has done in collaboration with other researchers. Shoal was inspired by my internship with Dr. Tim Harris at Oracle Labs in Cambridge, UK and later continued in collaboration with Reto Achermann, who was leading the efforts to port Shoal to Barrelish.

Work in the later stages of Smelt has been in collaboration with Reto Achermann, Roni Haecki and Sabela Ramos from the Systems Group.

**Structure of the dissertation**

The structure of the thesis is as follows: Firstly, in Chapter 2, we introduce our machine model. It unifies hardware information that we utilize to configure memory allocation and synchronization primitives such good performance and scalability of parallel programs can be achieved across a wide set of multicore machines.

In the context of this work, we have been focusing on memory management and synchronization based on message passing. Our approach to memory management is to leverage memory access patterns implicitly encoded in domain-specific languages or provided manually by the programmer. We use these patterns to choose online at program execution time depending on the
machine configuration whether replicate, partition or distributed memory. Further, if appropriate, we make use of additional hardware features such as DMA engines and large pages. We discuss access patterns in Chapter 3 and Shoal our smart memory allocator in Chapter 4. The content of these two chapters has been published in part in [KARH15].

Following that, we introduce our machine-aware broadcast trees in the offered by Smelt in Chapter 5. We motivate the usefulness of a highly tuned multicast trees for the use of high level applications such as barriers and agreement protocols that then automatically benefit from the machine-aware low-level implementation. Together with parts of the machine model (Chapter 2), this has been accepted for publication in [KAH16].

Finally in Chapter 6, we summarize our work and give an outlook on future work.
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This section introduces our multicore system model, which captures hardware details and their implications on application performance. The need for this arises from trends in hardware: multicores are increasingly complex and diverse. Hardware also changes at an increasingly fast pace. As a consequence, performance of applications has to be reevaluated constantly to keep up with hardware trends. We give an overview of modern multicore hardware in Section 2.3.

As a result of these hardware trends, programmers struggle to capture the implications on their software's performance when running on a particular machine [WWP09]. Hardware models are useful to guide programmers, but there is a trade-off between a model's simplicity and accuracy [CKP+93a]. Our model is designed specifically to aid memory allocation and tune synchronization primitives based on message-passing.

Our goal with the machine model is to provide a simple way for programmers to acquire an accurate representation of a machine's performance automatically and programmatically without programmers having to dive into the specific of that hardware. This is in contrast to other work [RH13, RH16] trying to be more accurate, but also requiring more effort to establish the model.

A consequence of this is that we take the results from micro-benchmarks we run to capture machine characteristics "as is" rather than trying to reason for each individual machine which concrete hardware feature might causes what effect observed in these benchmarks. This strategy makes it simpler to acquire the machine model, avoids having to understand intricate machine characteristics and their interplay and simplifies analysis because the execution of micro-benchmarks closely follows the expected execution of applications intended to be evaluated with the model.
Motivated by the focus of this thesis, we intend to capture characteristics of multicore systems that are specifically relevant for them. This is in contrast to some other work that aims to be more generic [CKP+93b, WWP09]. Here, we focus on:

**Memory allocation** With multicore hardware’s shift towards NUMA architecture, programmers have to consider where to allocate memory to achieve good memory latency and throughput. Relevant hardware characteristics here are mostly the number and size of NUMA nodes, but also the availability of superpages and memory-copy hardware (DMA). This information is mostly available from hardware registers and libraries such as `libnuma`, but we extend it by information about the availability of DMA hardware and various page sizes.

**Message-passing-based synchronization** Parallel applications require synchronization such as barriers. If synchronization is implemented on peer-to-peer message-passing channels and group-communication has to build on top of individual channels, the topology of message dissemination matters. For a good choice of topology, the pairwise send and receive cost between processor cores matters, but this information is not available from hardware registers on a sufficiently fine grain level.

Our machine model as presented in this chapter is useful to capture characteristics of multicore machines and especially designed to aid programmers with implementing memory allocation and message-passing-based synchronization. Based on the knowledge encoded in the machine model, algorithms can be selected and optimized to the characteristics of a concrete machine. This releases programmers from the burden of having to understand complexities of multicore machines themselves.

The idea behind the machine model is to capture as much of the machine details as possible in a model. We fill the model from two sources:

- static machine characteristics read from information provided by hardware in registers and

- low-level micro-benchmarks to measure specific performance aspects of a concrete machine where statically provided hardware information is not readily available or insufficiently precise.

After a discussion of related work in Section 2.2, we give an overview of current trends of multicore hardware in Section 2.3. This includes a summary of the characteristics of the interconnect network enabling communication between cores. In Section 2.4, we then describe the characteristics we capture in our machine model. This includes characteristics available from hardware registers, but also describes our micro-benchmarks to evaluate a machine’s support for memory copy operations and pairwise messaging performance.
For message-passing, we then discuss in Section 2.5 the implications for programmers following from multicore message-passing characteristics and work out the differences to existing work in the field of traditional distributed systems. Finally, Section 2.4.2.2 describes how we represent this information to the programmer.

We use the machine model discussed here to select and tune memory allocation (Chapter 4) and synchronization primitives (Chapter 5) to a concrete machine without programmers having to understand the characteristics of the machine. In addition to the machine model, memory access patterns are crucial for tuning memory allocation. We present a detailed discussion about memory access patterns and how to acquire them in Chapter 3.

In the context of our synchronization work, we evaluate the accuracy of our model for message passing (Section 5.5.3).

## Related work

### Machine models

Various attempts to modeling computers exist with different purposes. First, some machine model try to capture general computer performance characteristics, often focusing on the trade-offs between computation and memory access. While they often address communication, they typically do not model communication in detail, but focus on how communication affects computation. The cost for communication is generally assumed to be uniform. As such, they are not suitable to apply fine-grained tuning of synchronization primitives.

Another class of models focuses on communication. Such models normally originate from the field of networks or distributed systems research and often do not directly apply to multicore hardware.

Finally, there are approaches suggesting to model the cache-coherence protocol in full detail. The motivation for this is that communication on multicores is implemented using load and store instructions that implicitly trigger the cache-coherence protocol to send cache lines between caches. If the state machine of each cache line in each cache is fully modeled, the performance of the multicore communication can be accurately predicted and algorithms developed based on that model. We now give details on all of these classes of models.

**Generic machine models**  Culler *et al.* [CKP+93b] introduce the LogP model. It expresses critical trends of parallel computers and is used as basis for developing fast, portable parallel algorithms. The model is based on computing as well as communication bandwidth, delay of communication and, finally, efficiency of coupling communication and computation. However, it
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assumes that receive and send time are equal and hence does not seem to be good fit for multicore machines.

The roofline model [WWP09] is a simplified model to predict the performance of programs on modern multicore machines. However, it is limited to modeling only computation and memory throughput. Performance of communication between processors cannot be deduced as it is normally executed by the cache-coherence protocol and does not directly involve memory. Furthermore, the roofline model focuses on memory throughput and does not express latency.

Even if extended to capture memory access latency [CP14], the model is of limited use. In cases where message buffers are not cached and have to be fetched from memory, the roofline model cannot accurately model communication cost as it does not encode the differences in memory access performance as a result of NUMA effects.

A step further go approaches such as gem5 [BBB+11], which provide a full-system emulation. If the interconnect would be modeled with all its details, full-system emulation could be used to execute programs offline to find performance characteristics for a concrete algorithm. However, this still does not fully solve the problem, as information present in a low-level model such as used as an input to a simulator does automatically help designing machine-aware algorithms; it could merely be used to evaluate them offline.

Communication models Another related communication model is the telephone model [SLL10]. In contrast to other models, it has a sequential aspect in setting up connections to other peers: only one connection can be opened at the time, so opening $n$ connections takes $n$ times longer than a single connection. Within the telephone model, finding a minimal broadcast topology is known to be NP-complete [SCH81]. In this chapter, we will related to multicore broadcasting problem to the telephone model and use that to prove the NP-completeness.

Models of the cache-coherence protocol Ramos and Hoefler [RH13] apply the LogP model to cache-coherent SMP systems and evaluates their results on the Intel Xeon Phi. They compare the performance of several trees for broadcast performance and build an optimal tree that performs better than all other trees the considered for evaluation. They also evaluate in detail the hardware characteristics of the Xeon Phi. We take a different approach. Rather than understanding details of the hardware (which is tedious, and due to diversity as well as fast pace at which multicores are changing, not practical on the long run), we take what we measure in our offline benchmarks as given, and find ways of using it without having to understand the cause for them in detail.

Another alternative is to model a machine in all its details [RH16], including especially the cache-coherency protocol. We think that, for our pur-
pose, the effort of doing this is too tedious, especially because we found the measurements to be accurate enough. Also, due to hardware diversity, in-depth modeling of one machine does not necessarily apply to other machines. Furthermore, hardware details required for such an accurate model of the machine are often not publicly available from vendors.

Machine knowledge bases

Barrelfish’s system knowledge base (SKB) [SPB+08] was designed to store a rich representation of the machine, but still being easy to use give a high-level query interface. The idea is to store as much raw information about a multicore machine in the model. On top of that, programmers (and the operating system itself) provides high-level queries that reason on top of this information for ease of use.

Infokernel [ADADB+03] argue that having information about hardware unified in one database allows to use resources more efficiently in higher-level services. As example, they mention how an application can tune memory management to avoid trashing memory by processing data in multiple passes such that each of them fits in the memory and no disk accesses are required. Analogous to that, we argue that our model of the machine serves the same purpose, but is more geared towards implementing low-level memory management and synchronization services.

Complexity and programmability

Multicores are hard to program: memory latency and bandwidth depend on which core accesses which memory location [BPS+09, BWCC+08]. The interconnect may suffer from congestion when access to memory controllers is unbalanced [DFF+13]. Performance can also suffer from false sharing [Bry04]. It often hinders performance of parallel programs if not machine characteristics are considered when programming them. Another challenge when programming NUMA machines is the choice of page size. Gaud et al. [GLD+14] discuss the trade-offs when using large pages. While increasing the TLB coverage, large pages make the granularity at which NUMA memory optimizations can be applied more coarse grained. They refer to this as page-level false sharing, which means that unrelated data shares the same page preventing it from being split up and stored on different NUMA nodes preventing for example fine grained partitioning. In many cases this harms performance more than gained from a reduction in TLB misses.

Unfortunately, ignoring hardware details can severely harm performance significantly [RH15]. All of this is motivation for us to encode available hardware information into one single database to aid programmers and runtime systems in understanding hardware they are executing on.
Sources for hardware information

Machine information can often be retrieved from hardware registers. Several software frameworks exist to ease access to that information. Typical Linux systems provide libnuma [Sil15a] for information concerning the hierarchy of a machine as well as a programming interface to specify where exactly memory should be allocated. Compared to that, sysfs [Moc05] provides a more low-level interface for hardware information. It has a wider scope, but use is harder since there are no high-level access functions to access it.

Trends in multicore machine hardware

For decades, performance of computers has been improved by increasing the frequency of processors. Applications often had an immediate benefit from that, without the need to be rewritten. Since then, multicore computers have long reached physical limitations for scaling up the frequency of individual cores. Instead, Moore’s law translates into an increase in the number of cores rather than improving the speed of individual processors. This causes several trends in modern multicore machines hardware:

Parallelism of computation Hardware provides more parallelism [Bry04, BEA+08, FKMM15]. As a consequence, programmers are forced to parallelize their algorithms to benefit from advances in hardware design. However, not all software can easily be parallelized, and even if it can, this process is often error-prone and tedious. Parallel software typically requires synchronization between its execution contexts, which in many cases limits scalability of parallel programs.

Hierarchical memory As a consequence of more parallelism and the need for a higher memory bandwidth, more memory controllers are added and memory is now distributed within a multicore machines. While hardware still provides the illusion of a single cache-coherent shared-memory, in reality memory is split up in multiple memory controllers. Processors are then more local to some of these memory controllers than others. As a consequence, the choice of where memory is allocated matters for the performance of parallel programs. To hide high cost of accessing memory, many processors employ the concept of Simultaneous multithreading (SMT), where one physical processor exposes several virtual processors: fast context switches between these co-processors and rescheduling of other virtual processors in the presence of memory stalls allows to hide high memory access latency. SMT is, for example, implemented as Intel’s hyper-threading technology or on SPARC.

Complex interconnects Processor and memory controller are connected by interconnect networks. They are often hierarchical: intra-socket
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Links have typically have a lower bandwidth and higher throughput compared to inter-socket ones. Interconnect performance is crucial for accessing data as well as synchronization between threads. Examples are Intel’s QPI and AMD’s Hypertransport.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a machine eight socket multicore machine, six cores each, and one memory controller per socket. The interconnect in that case is a “twisted ladder” topology, with communication between sockets being slower than inter-socket communication.

Multicores provide an explicit caching mechanism to allow CPUs to execute computation without having to fetch data from much slower memory banks for each instruction. In addition to per-processor Level 1 and Level 2 caches, multicores often provide a shared last-level cache per socket. Caching relies on spatial and temporal locality. Only a limited number of data entries can be kept in the much smaller caches compare to much bigger main memory. However, if the same data is accessed repeatedly, the required data might already be cached from previous accesses.

Furthermore, since the size of transfer between memory and caches is typically much bigger than the size of transfer between caches and CPUs and the size of data a CPU can operate on in one cycle, several instructions can be executed on the same cache line if accesses with spatial locality. All these optimizations help programs that sequentially access memory. However, there is no hardware optimization that helps with more intricate access patterns. With increasingly distributed multicores computers, it becomes inevitable to come up with more sophisticated ways of programming such machines.

Following these hardware trends, multicores behave increasingly like distributed systems [BPS+09]. Communication cost is non-uniform as a consequence of the hierarchical interconnect network and its links are susceptible to congestion, for example as a result of imbalanced access to memory when allocation is restricted to only a small number of memory controllers.

Due to these similarities, techniques known from traditional distributed systems such as replication and partitioning of data can then help to overcome scalability problems on multicore computers as well, but which strategy to apply is highly machine-dependent. To help choosing, it is crucial for programmers to be able to access a meaningful machine model that acts as an ontology of hardware characteristics for a certain machine.

However, multicores are also different from what has been explored traditionally in the field of distributed systems. For example, one difference is that links on today’s multicores are reliable and deliver messages in order. Furthermore, propagation time — the time from sending to receiving a message — is almost instantaneous. This is also in contrast to traditional distributed systems where the propagation time often dominates the cost for a message transfer. In Section 2.5, we show a more detailed comparison of multicore interconnects and distributed systems.

Future machines will likely be even more complex: they may not provide
Communication on multicores

We now describe the message-passing characteristics of multicore machines. Figure 2.2 shows an overview of message round-trip between two threads and the following is a detailed description of the times involved:

$t_{send}$ denotes the time to send a message and is normally actively perceived on the sender’s core as the cost of the corresponding memory store instructions. On multicores, sending a message involves invalidating the cache line to be written and therefore often depends on which cores the cache line is shared with. This typically takes a few hundred cycles. However, $t_{send}$ may also depend on the sequence of previously sent messages from the sender. Moreover, it may vary with the state of the cache line to be written. As a simplification, we assume that the reader is already polling the cache line since, as we will see later, this closely resemble our message-passing workload.

$t_{receive}$ denotes the time to receive an already queued message. That message
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Figure 2.2: Message-based communication between threads $t_1$ and $t_2$

is either still held in the sender’s cache in exclusive state or evicted to memory. When the receiver issues a memory load to read the message, the delay until the message is transferred to the receiver’s cache shows up as the cost of the load instruction issuing the transfer. The corresponding store operation takes multiple hundred to thousand cycles. With the transfer, the state of the corresponding cache line changes in the receiver’s cache from invalid to shared, and from modified to shared in the sender.

$t_{\text{propagate}}$ time it takes to propagate a message on the interconnect. Propagation time is neither visible on the sender nor receiver, but charged as part of the $t_{\text{send}}$ and $t_{\text{receive}}$ as discussed before. We assume $t_{\text{propagate}} = 0$, as propagation times on multicores are typically very small due to the short distance between hardware components inside of a single machine. If needed, they can be treated as part of the $t_{\text{receive}}$.

Based on these individual send- and receive times, Figure 2.3 visualizes sending multiple such messages on a multicore system, specifically the time that it takes for a thread $v_i$ to send a message to two threads $v_j$ and $v_k$. Note that sending multiple messages as executed from $v_i$ is a sequential operation: sending the second message can only be started after the first one has been sent. However, receive operations on different nodes execute in parallel. Both, $t_{\text{send}}$ and $t_{\text{receive}}$ depend on who is sending and receiving the message.

Unlike classical networks, $t_{\text{send}}$ and $t_{\text{receive}}$ times dominate the total transmission time. This is especially significant as the sending and receiving threads are blocked for $t_{\text{send}}$ and $t_{\text{receive}}$ respectively. This implies that the cost of sending $n$ messages grows linearly with the number of messages to be...
Figure 2.3: Visualization of a send operation: thread $v_i$ sends a message to $v_k$ followed by another message to $v_j$. Send operations are sequentially executed, while the receive operations can be processed in parallel on threads $v_j$ and $v_k$.

sent, whereas in classical distributed systems, $t_{\text{propagate}}$ normally dominates independent of how many messages are sent in a single round trip. Section 2.5 further discusses differences of communication in multicore machines with classical networks and their effects on programming them.

Note that $t_{\text{send}}$ and $t_{\text{receive}}$ as shown in Figure 2.3 might actually overlap on real hardware as a result of complex interactions of the cache-coherence protocol on sender and receiver.

### Characteristics captured by the model

Our model captures information given by hardware and enriches that with low-level machine-characteristics acquired from microbenchmarks.

### General information from querying hardware

The intention of the machine model is to obtain information about the system architecture. Many details are available from hardware registers and can directly be collected from there. Here, we give a list of these.

**Memory controllers** For main memory, we are mostly interested in the number of memory controllers, the size of memory attached to each of them, as well as their hierarchy. On Linux, this information can be obtained using `libnuma` [Sil15a]. In Barreleash, hardware information is stored in the system knowledge base [SPB+08].

**Page sizes and tlb configuration** Modern multicore machines offer various page sizes. For big working sets, the choice of bigger page sizes can reduce the number of TLB misses, hence benefiting overall performance of a program. However, it can also harm it [GLD+14]: if
pages a bigger, they have to be allocated on the same single memory controller, which can lead to load-imbalance of memory accesses and might reduce memory locality when accessed concurrently from several threads on different NUMA nodes. Furthermore, it can lead to fragmentation (since a multiple of the page size has to be allocated, even for data structures that are smaller than the page size). Larger page sizes can also reduce performance due to a higher cache-conflict rate. Even worse, modern hardware has several translation lookaside buffers (TLB) for various page sizes. The TLB configuration is important to consider for choosing the page size for large data structures.

**Processors** We store the number of processors, each core’s affinity to main memory, as well as the availability and number of SMT threads. This is crucial for deciding how many threads to use, e.g. for synchronization-heavy algorithms such as barriers, where using more software threads than physical cores normally hinders performance. However, communication between hyper-threads is often relatively cheap.

**Caches** The unit of transport between the memory and caches as dispatched by the cache-coherence protocol is a cache line. If data has to be exchanged efficiently on a multicore machine, the alignment of data to the start of the cache line as well as its size as a ideally multiple of the cache line is crucial. Furthermore, a cache line is also the unit of consistency: updates to a cache line cause the cache-coherence protocol to invalidate other copies of it in all other caches of the system. Semantically independent programs operating on the same cache line trigger cache line invalidations that would not strictly be necessary. Consequently, suboptimal allocation of memory to cache lines that severely limit the performance of parallel programs.

However, the information given by hardware registers and consequently software libraries on top of it is often too coarse grained. For example, ACPI gives information about the communication cost between NUMA nodes. However, this information does not distinguish send from receive cost, which is a crucial parameter for configuration message-passing topologies.

**Micro benchmarks**

Since hardware-given machine-characteristics are not always sufficient, we now present a set of microbenchmarks we are using to enrich our model.

**DMA engines**

This work was executed in collaboration with Reto Achermann.

Modern multicores often provide direct memory access (DMA) hardware that supports memory-to-memory copy operations. These can be used to
efficiently offload copy operations from CPUs. Our model expresses whether a machine is capable of such hardware support, but also the efficiency of it compared to the parallel use of CPUs to copy the data.

We conclude that the latter is often faster, as DMA engines typically provide a limited number of channels, less than there are processors available in typical system. This reduces the number of parallelism available for copying data. However, if DMA engines are used for copying data, processor are available for computation elsewhere.

When initializing memory to a constant value, or copying data between several memory locations, there are several choices on how to execute an operation like that:

- sequentially: process each element with a single processing unit, for example using the memcpy operation.
- leveraging data parallelism: process elements in parallel, for example with OpenMP parallel loops
- hardware support: the use of hardware copy units to aid copy operations.

In order to help programs decide when to use DMA engines or to allow libraries and runtime systems to dynamically choose whether to use hardware support for copying data, our model encodes the performance of using DMA engines versus using processors to copy data in software.

Figure 2.4 shows a raw throughput evaluation for copying memory. We compare the time required for copying memory in parallel on a subset of the processors to the time for offloading the same copy operation on DMA engines with a varying number of channels. Surprisingly, our results show that the use of DMA engines does not reduce the runtime of the copy-operation compared to using a large number of threads.

We conclude that offloading to DMA engines does not improve the performance of a program that depend on the completion of the copy operation. This is not surprising, as memory bandwidth is typically a bottleneck and the CPUs should be able to saturate it. In such a case, the program’s execution depends on the result of the copy operation and cannot execute any other work for the same application. However, when copy operations can be executed asynchronously, processors are available for other computations. We show later in Section 4.6.3 for a real-world example application how a DMA engine can be used nevertheless for efficient memory copy operations, even if it cannot be executed asynchronously.

**Pairwise send- and receive cost**

An essential element of parallel programs is synchronization between threads. On multicore machines, the cost for communication between threads depends
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on which cores are communicating with each other. For example, the latency of exchanging data between NUMA nodes is typically (but not always) higher than within nodes, since messages have to be transferred via the interconnect. Similarly, the bandwidth for communicating across NUMA nodes is typically lower.

Synchronization protocols are normally optimized for low latency. For the overall performance of higher-level synchronization protocols, it is essential to know the low-level cost of a single message transfers for a pair of individual cores. Since this cost is machine-specific, we capture the time for sending and receiving messages as well as the message round-trip time offline on an idle machine. Note that the propagation time is hard to measure in practice since it is very small and observed in software as send and receive costs, but we found it sufficient to simple assume it to be 0. $t_{compute}$ is application specific. We use rdtscp on all our machines, which in contrast to rdtsc is serializing and cannot be executed out-of-order [Adv13, Int10]. This is with the exception of I KNC 1x61x4, where rdtscp is not available, but it is safe to use of rdtsc without the cpuid instruction for serializing instructions as its processor has an in-order pipeline.

```c
static inline uint64_t get_tsc(void)
{
    uint32_t eax, edx;
    __asm volatile ("rdtscp" : "=a" (eax), "=d" (edx) : "ecx");
}```
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```c
return ((uint64_t)edx << 32) | eax;
}
```

In our microbenchmark, we measure \( t_{\text{send}} \) and \( t_{\text{receive}} \). Listing 1 shows the code executed on the sender’s side in the pairwise benchmark. For each pair of cores \( s \) and \( r \), the sender \( s \) sends a batch of \( \text{BATCH\_SIZE} \) messages to receiver \( r \) and waits for the receiver to acknowledge completion of the benchmark by receiving a notification message. This assures that only one pair of cores is evaluated at a time. The system is idle otherwise.

Since the cost an individual transfer is hidden by the write buffer on many machines, we send multiple messages in a batch. The write buffer is typically small and, once filled up, later messages will be exposed to the actual time needed for sending the message. We currently use a batch size of \( \text{BATCH\_SIZE} = 8 \), since that is in the order of the number of messages a typical message-passing based broadcast would send and is large enough to mitigate the effects of the write buffer. Choosing the batch size is tricky and will likely have to be revisited in the future as hardware changes. For the machines we have been looking at in the context of this thesis, the results achieved with that however seem to be sufficient.

Since normally the reader is already polling the cache line to be written already, the cache-line will most likely be in the receiver’s cache in shared state. Hence, before writing, the cache-line has to invalidated before the write can be executed contributing to the send cost as measured in this benchmark.

Listing 1 Pseudo code of the pairwise benchmark on the sender’s side

```c
// Reset TSC timers
uint64_t t_start = get_tsc();

// batch-send messages
for (unsigned j = 0; j < BATCH_SIZE; j++)
    send(/* .. */);

    t_send = get_tsc() - t_start; // record TSC diff for send

// Wait for completion
receive(/* .. */);
```

Listing 2 shows the code as executed by the receiver \( r \). The challenge here is to measure the cost of the actual receive operation excluding the wait-time, i.e. the cache-line transfer that triggers the messages to be transferred to the receiver’s local cache. We explicitly do not want to include the wait time as it is application specific and depending on the algorithm’s state. We achieve this by resetting a \texttt{rdtsc}-counter after each failed polling operation until the first message is received and calculate the difference in the \texttt{rdtsc} values after receiving the message.
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Listing 2  Pseudo code of the pairwise benchmark on the receiver’s side

```c
// Wait for messages; reset TSC if no new message was available in last poll cycle

uint64_t t_start;
do {
    t_start = get_tsc();
    err = try_recv(/* .. */);
} while (err != SUCCESS);

for (unsigned j = 1; j < BATCH_SIZE; j++) {
    receive(/* .. */);
}

t_receive = get_tsc() - t_start; // record TSC diff for receive

send(/* .. */); // notify completion to sender
```

Note that the times $t_{send}$ and $t_{receive}$ measured here are as they would be perceived by threads in a real application making them a good fit for programmers to use as a foundation to predict the performance of their message-passing based algorithms when executed on a certain machine.

![Figure 2.5: Pairwise latency on A IL 4x4x2 — left: receive, right: send. We list machine configurations in Section A.](image)

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show an example of pairwise receive cost for two typical multicore machines (A IL 4x4x2 and I SB 4x8x2). Shown is the pairwise receive cost when receiving and sending a message between the cores shown on the x and y axis respectively. We calculate this from the cost of sending and receiving a batch of messages divided by the batch size. The color of the heat map plot shows the cost in cycles.

Both machines clearly show that communication within nodes is cheaper that across. NUMA nodes in all figures show up as rectangles grouping the cost into clusters. While I SB 4x8x2 shows a symmetric cost, A IL 4x4x2 does not. On both machines, the cost of sending a messages is cheaper than receiving one, most likely partially because the actual cache-coherency invalidation required for init the send is hidden by the write buffer for the
Figure 2.6: Pairwise latency on IB 4x8x2 — left: receive, right: send (cores reordered according to \texttt{libnuma} such that contiguous cores are on the same 
\texttt{NUMA} node). We list machine configurations in Section A.

first few messages.

Pairwise send and receive times accurately reflect the intricate details
of message passing performance on a concrete machine. No detailed under-
standing of the cache-coherence protocol in use is required. Instead, our
micro-benchmark has to be executed only once to capture required details.
This is in contrast to information given by hardware vendors, such as encoded
in the ACPI table.

Since our measurements are done a-priori, they cannot encode runtime
effects such as interconnect traffic and CPU load.

Later in Chapter 5, we will show how we can use pairwise message passing
cost to build a machine-aware broadcast tree automatically.

\textbf{Representation in a graph} Communication in a multicore machine can
be represented as a fully connected graph $G = (V, E)$. Vertices $v_i$ corre-
spond to hardware threads in the multicore, and edges $e = (v_i, v_j)$ model
communication between threads $v_i$ and $v_j$, with edge weights as a tuple of
$w(e) = (t_{\text{send}}, t_{\text{receive}})$. We show an example of such a graph in Figure 2.7.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{input_graph.png}
\caption{Example of fully connected input graph for four CPUs.}
\end{figure}

With a few differences, our model is similar to the telephone model \cite{SLL10}.
In the telephone model, each participant has to dial other participants se-
quently before transmitting data. Similarly, our model has a sequential
component when sending: the thread is blocked for the duration of $t_{\text{send}}$, and consecutive sends cannot be executed until the previous ones are completed. However, note that several threads can send messages concurrently and independently of each other.

The weight of edges in our model is non-uniform: the cost of receiving messages from cores that are further away (NUMA distance) is higher. Depending on the cache-coherence protocol, the cost of sending messages might also depend on the distance of the receiving core, since cache lines may have to be invalidated before they can be modified.

### Implications for programmers

This work was executed in collaboration with Kornilios Kourtis.

Today’s and future multicores are distributed systems. However as seen from Section 2.4.2.2, their network is different from what has been evaluated in the context of classical distributed systems. This causes problems when applying traditional distributed algorithms to program them. In this section, we describe multicore networks, enumerate differences to traditional distributed systems, and analyze their implications on algorithm performance.

Propagation time is not dominating on multicore systems. To illustrate how this affects complexity measures of distributed algorithms, we now analyze the complexity of a example algorithm: a quorum. One application of quorum protocols is to retain consistently when updating replicated state. For updates, acknowledgments need to be collected from a majority of cores. To acquire a quorum, acknowledgments need to be fetched from a subset of $n$ cores in the system. Conflicting updates do not reach a quorum and are aborted.

As a first step, we conduct a simplified analysis of the time required for sending $n$ round-trip messages with a send time $t_s$, a receive time $t_r$ and a propagation time $t_p$. In contrast to traditional distributed systems, multicore interconnects have the following characteristics:

- CPUs cannot concurrently send and receive messages
- Communication channels are reliable
- The propagation time $t_p$ is small compared to the time for send $t_s$ and receive $t_r$

If $n$ message round-trips are executed sequentially, the cost of the quorum is $2n(t_s + t_p + t_r)$. A common optimization is to overlap propagation time with send operations of consecutive messages. The cost then depends on whether or not all messages can be send before the first response is received. If the accumulated send time is smaller than the cost of a round-trip, the sending core has to wait for the remainder of the round-trip time (RTT) before
starting to receive messages. This is $2t_p$ for the propagation time in both
direction, $2t_s$ for the send operation on both sides and $t_r$ for the receive on
the remote core, in summary $2t_s + 2t_p + t_r$, before replies are processed. If
the accumulated send time $nt_s$ dominates, the core starts receiving replies
immediately after sending the last message. For both cases, the time required
to receive all messages is $nt_r$. This yields:

$$\text{overlap} = \max(n t_s, (2t_s + t_r + 2t_p)) + nt_r \tag{2.1}$$

**Traditional networks** In traditional distributed systems, the propagation
time $t_p$ is the dominating cost for sending messages. Send time $t_s$ and receive
time $t_r$ are orders of magnitude smaller. We show a breakdown of sending a
UDP message in Table 2.2.

Equation 2.1 resolves to $2t_s + (n + 1)t_r + 2t_p$ and since the propagation
time $t_p$ dominates it is further reduced to $2t_p$. In that case, the number of
messages send during a round is irrelevant for the time it takes an algorithm
to complete.

Consequently, the complexity of distributed algorithms is typically ex-
pressed in rounds — i.e. the time required to send a message, wait for the
reply and receive it. Propagation time can be hidden by overlapping it with
successive sends. Propagation is often expensive enough to allow send a
message to every peer while waiting for the first one to reply.

**Multicores interconnect networks** Expressing the complexity of algo-
rithms in rounds, as with traditional distributed systems, does not work very
well for multicores as the propagation time on multicore machines is in the
order of package processing time in software (Table 2.1).

In contrast to traditional systems, where the message is already locally
buffered when the receive function is called, it first has to be transmitted
via the interconnect on multicore machines. This is a consequence of the
cache line containing the data being invalidated elsewhere when modified by
the sender. The load instruction triggered by a consecutive receive operation
then has to fetch this cache line again from a potentially far-away NUMA
node. This cost is actively perceived by the receiving thread, as it will be
blocked waiting for the cache line to arrive.

Equivalently, a store operation on a cache line can only be executed after
the cache coherency protocol ensures its exclusive access on the sending core.
This is a expensive operation. While often hidden by a write buffer, this
cost will eventually be perceived by software with an increasing number of
updated cache lines in flight.

With these observations, equation 2.1 resolves to: $nt_s + nt_r + nt_p$. Algo-
rithm complexity is determined by the number of messages. As an example,
we now show the implications of our observation to quorum applications. In
classical networks, propagation time is hidden by proactively sending mes-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>Time  [nsec]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>send $t_s$</td>
<td>199.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receive $t_r$</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-level</td>
<td>298.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma$</td>
<td>537.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propagation $t_p$</td>
<td>93.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Communication channel cost breakdown on a SH 4x4x1. The cost for message processing $t_p$ cannot easily be measured and is calculated as the remainder of the other listed costs. We list machine configurations in Section A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>Time  [$\mu$sec]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>send $t_s$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receive $t_r$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propagation $t_p$</td>
<td>~100-1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Breakdown of UDP round-trip time [KRSS12]. The receive is based on polling. The propagation is orders of magnitude higher than processing time on cores. The numbers given are for a fast data center Ethernet network.

Messages to all cores in such a subset while waiting for replies. As all requests can be sent while waiting for the first reply, the cost to apply an update is then one round independent of the numbers of cores $n$. As discussed earlier for the multicore case, messages cannot be processed in parallel. That means that the cost of acquiring the quorum is linear to the number of cores. Proactively sending messages does not make sense due to the per-message complexity metric. Note that the receive operations in this case can be executed by the receiving cores in parallel, but since messages are send sequentially, only once core has to send all messages and hence experiences a linearly growing accumulated send cost.

Another example is a serializer. Pre-Serialization has been shown to improve throughput and latency for quorum based protocols [SMDR08]. This is because of batching of concurrent request, which overlaps high propagation time. On multicore, a serializer will have the reverse effect. Since send time is dominating, it does not make sense to serialize sending messages on a single core instead of sending these requests from different cores in parallel.

In conclusion we observe that although multicore machines are distributed systems, they look different to classical ones. Our observation suggests that it does not make sense to measure the complexity of algorithms in rounds. Traditional complexity measures do not apply to multicore machines.

Instead of trying to provide a hand-tuned implementation for all of these diverse machines, our goal is to systematically construct a representation of the system’s topology and make it available to applications and runtime.
Conclusion and Limitations

In this chapter, we described our machine model. It serves as a solid foundation of our machine-aware memory management (Chapter 4) and synchronization primitives (Chapter 5).

We designed our model such that it can be filled completely automatic by querying hardware registers to determine hardware’s capabilities. Where this information is not sufficient, we enrich our model with the results of carefully crafted micro benchmarks.

Limitations Our model is currently restricted to a static system. We do not consider contention nor changes in application workload. We do not deal with machine failures at this point. If hardware fails, we treat this as a failure of the entire machine. Furthermore, we assume communication links to be reliable and in-order.

The level of detail for a machine model is a trade-off. With this work, our goal was to define a model that can be automatically generated by a parsing hardware information and a small number of micro benchmarks that capture machine-relevant details that are not available from hardware registers. We found our model to be detailed enough for this work, but anticipate that an even more fine-grained model — for example modeling the cache-coherence protocol — might be beneficial for other applications, or to achieve an even better performance.
Memory Access Patterns

Introduction

Memory access performance of parallel programs depends on the structure of the machine as captured by our machine model (Chapter 2) as well as characteristics of the workload executed by applications. In this chapter we now focus on how to characterize application characteristics, specifically the classification of memory access patterns. Based on that, we show in Chapter 4 how memory allocation can be optimized automatically based on the machine model and access patterns.

In Chapter 2, we discuss the increasing complexity and diversity of multicore hardware: multicores have multiple memory controllers, some even several of them per socket. Individual sockets are connected by an interconnect network, which exhibits many of the same properties as traditional networks do. On such machines, access latency and throughput vary depending on where memory is allocated and accessed from. Here, two problems are especially relevant:

- **Congestion on the interconnect** If many cores in the system access memory on the same socket, interconnect links close to that socket are likely to suffer from congestion, which limits the memory access bandwidth available to each individual core and hence reduces application performance [Raz11, DFF+13].

- **Imbalance of memory controller** If many of the memory accesses are executed on only on few of the memory controllers, the bandwidth of the unused ones is wasted.

- **Locality** Memory should be allocated local to the data it is accessing. Otherwise, when accessing remote memory, access latency is higher and throughput lower on many machines.
Several approaches to mitigate these effects exists: The challenge then is to choose which strategy to apply for memory allocation. In addition to machine characteristics, the choice also depends on access patterns. The following is a selection of popular strategies for memory allocation:

**Data distribution** A simple initial strategy is to allocate memory randomly but approximately equally on controllers to achieve load-balancing for uniformly accessed data. However, equally distributed data can still cause non-uniform use of memory controllers if some data items are accessed more frequently than others (e.g., if they follow a power-law distribution).

**Partitioning** Distribute data items that semantically belong together are allocated close to each other. If combined with a scheduler, which is aware of the data partitioning, can additionally guarantee accesses to be local for some workloads.

**Replication** On top of that, replication achieves local accesses and load-balancing even for random accesses, but can cause a slowdown as a result of having to maintain consistency in the presence of updates.

To illustrate potential performance gains, Table 3.1 shows the runtime of Streamcluster as an example. Streamcluster is an online clustering algorithm from the PARSEC benchmark suite: if memory allocation is carefully optimized, performance improves by up to $4 \times$ compared to its naive memory allocation that is oblivious to hardware characteristics. We present a more detailed analysis of our Streamcluster results in Section 4.6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>memory allocation</th>
<th>machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>native/malloc</td>
<td>A IL 4x4x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimized</td>
<td>215.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Execution time [seconds] of Streamcluster for the default and an optimized memory allocation. We list machine configurations in Section A.

The choice of memory allocation strategies depends on an applications access patterns. Even worse, it might also depend on the input of the program itself: for example if an algorithm such as PageRank was to be executed on a power-law graph such as for web links [BKM+00], access patterns are different from a uniform graph. We show this in detail in Chapter 4, where we use access patterns to automatically determine which array allocation strategy to use for each data structure based on its access patterns.

Here, we discuss how they can be extracted. In some application domains, expert programmers already know these patterns for their programs: one
example are database developers. Unfortunately, in many cases programmers do not know memory access patterns of their applications. However, we observe that they are often implicitly encoded in a program’s source code. Although manually analyzing the source code to determine access patterns is possible in some cases, it can be tedious for large problems.

Ideally, the extraction should be done automatically to keep the life of programmers simple. For general purpose languages such as C/C++ or Java, it is hard to extract that information since a higher level meaning of a group of instructions is often hard to deduce from the low-level source code: pointer arithmetic, for examples, allows programs with almost arbitrarily complex to understand access patterns. This makes it hard to deduce any meaningful data from general purpose languages.

Domain specific languages

Memory access patterns can be automatically extracted for one important class of programs: domain specific languages. They are implicitly encoded in a program’s high-level description. In contrast to general-purpose languages such as C/C++ and Java, domain specific languages (DSLs) are designed with a specific application domain in mind, which allows their statements to be more expressive compared to general purpose languages.

When working with DSLs, algorithms written in a high-level language have to be translated to their low-level representation by a high-level compiler. The output of the translation can be a general-purpose language such as C/C++, machine-code, or even a different high-level language. The choice of output-language often depends on the target machine to execute the program on. The variety of backends is important due to the increasing diversity of hardware-platforms that have to be supported by programmers. Here, we focus on C/C++ as a backend and show the typical workflow in Figure 3.1.

As an example, we use Green-Marl [SLB+11, HCSO12], a graph analytics framework. Graph processing increasingly gains popularity as a result of a
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growing demand for large-scale graph processing applications. Green-Marl is a domain specific language with an intuitive set of language constructs available to programmers. This is not only easier to program, but also presents opportunities for data-level parallelism not typically available in low-level general-purpose programming languages. Despite our focus on Green-Marl, we believe that our approach is applicable to other DSL’s as well and given an intuition about other uses in Section 3.5.

As an example, Listing 3 shows PageRank for the Green-Marl graph analytics DSL. Pagerank attempts to iteratively calculate the importance of each node in a graph depending on the importance of neighboring nodes. It executes iteratively until the ranks stabilize or a maximum number of iterations has been executed. This shows up as the do-while loop in lines 8 to 19. It then iteratively calculates each node’s rank by averaging its neighbors rank divided by the neighbor’s outdegree (lines 11 to 13). This is implemented with the node iterator Forach (t: G.Nodes) iterating over all nodes of the graph (line 10) and t.InNbrs to iterate over that node’s neighbors (line 12). Note also how node properties such as pg_rank can easily be accessed in a way that does not restrict the implementation of the underlying data structure for node properties. This example shows, how Green-Marl’s graph-specific set of statements allows programmers to write a clean, readable, and short implementation of a complex algorithm.

Note how the Green-Marl programming paradigm defines a more relaxed consistency model: writes from the the loop body must not be visible until the next iteration of the loop. This motivates the use of double buffering: one copy of the data is uses for reading in the current loop iteration with updated values being written to a copy of it. This permits an arbitrary order in which elements of the Forach statement are executed and allows the compiler to generate efficient parallel code.

In contrast, a general purpose low-level compiler such as gcc is not allowed to perform optimizations like that as it has to provide generality across a wide set of programs and has to assume that the order of execution matters for a concrete program.

Our observation and the reason for us to look into domain specific languages is that they encode memory access patterns in a way that lets us extract them from the input program with relatively simple modifications to the language’s high-level compiler.

If memory access patterns are known, they can be used — together with machine model encoding machine characteristics as described in Chapter 2 — to automatically tune memory allocation at runtime. Together with the memory abstraction needed to allow dynamic selection of the implementation for memory access methods, we explain our runtime in Chapter 4.

In this chapter, after discussing related work in Section 3.2, we first given an overview of the types of memory accesses we consider in this work (Section 3.3). In Section 3.4, we then show to apply our approach to the Green-Marl graph analytics framework.
3.2. Related work

Listing 3 PageRank written in Green-Marl

```java
Procedure pagerank(G: Graph, e, d: Double, max: Int;
    pg_rank: Node_Prop<Double>)
{
    Double diff;
    Int cnt = 0;
    Double N = G.NumNodes();
    G.pg_rank = 1 / N;
    Do {
        diff = 0.0;
        Foreach (t: G.Nodes) {
            Double val = (1-d) / N + d *
                Sum(w: t.InNbrs) {
                    w.pg_rank / w.OutDegree() ;
                };
            diff += | val - t.pg_rank |;
            t.pg_rank <= val @ t;
        }
        cnt++;
    } While ((diff > e) && (cnt < max));
}
```

Related work

Domain specific languages

Domain specific languages such as Green-Marl [HCSO12], a graph analytics framework, and OptiML [SLB+11], a machine learning DSL, provide a rich set of powerful high-level operators. They use a compiler that generates code that is highly tuned to the target machine and makes heavy use of data parallelism. While all of these languages encode memory access patterns in their high-level languages, none of them uses this information at runtime to optimize memory allocation.

Spiral [XJJP01, PMJ+05] aims to research automatic generation of digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms and other numerical kernels. The output is an entirely autonomously generated platform-tuned implementation of algorithms such as discrete Fourier transformations, discrete cosine transformations and others.

DSLs are known for their ease of programming since their semantics closely match a specific application domain and the set of statements offered by DSLs is on a higher level compared to classical general-purpose programming languages such as C/C++ or Java. In addition to the ease of programming, applications written in domain-specific languages allow good automatic parallelization and algorithm-specific optimizations.
Access patterns

Tracking memory access patterns is not a new idea. Others propose to detect them online rather than executing a static analysis of source code offline. Carrefour [DFF+13] provides a kernel module that analyses data from performance counters measuring memory accesses and uses this information to infer programmer’s intentions from that. LAPT [CDA+14] suggests additions to page tables entries to track memory accesses.

Popcorn Linux [BSA+15] also uses a model of memory access patterns per function call to decide whether or not two functions should be scheduled on the same kernel instance as a consequence of frequent data exchange on shared memory pages. They analyze the memory access patterns at runtime using instrumentation code that is automatically inserted by an LLVM extension.

In contrast to all of these, we observe that access patterns are frequently already implicitly encoded in high-level languages. Rather than loosing this information in the compilation process, we propose to collect them with a small set of extensions to the compiler.

Malicevic et al. [MDS+15] explore the use of non-volatile memory (NVM) for graph processing. NVM provides large byte-addressable memory at higher latency and lower bandwidth compared to traditional DRAM memory. In order to mitigate resulting performance penalties for graph processing workloads, they investigate a hybrid memory system, where the most frequently accessed data structures are allocated in DRAM while less important regions of the working set can be stored in NVM. This confirms the importance of determining data access patterns. However, the decision on where data is
allocated in that case is done manually by programmers rather than static analysis of the graph data.

### Classification of memory accesses

We now given an overview of memory access patterns and explain their implications in terms of memory allocation and access. What is important for choosing a good memory allocation strategy is the ratio of read- to write accesses, but also the access patterns. As we will show later in Chapter 4, certain memory access patterns are especially important. When a classification to either of them is available at runtime, the memory allocation can be tuned accordingly.

Here, we introduce the these memory access patterns and show later in this chapter how we can automatically classify which of them applied for a certain region of memory.

#### Access pattern

We now give an overview of the types of access patterns we are considering for this work. We will show in Chapter 4 classifying memory accesses as one of these patterns is sufficient to automatically choose memory allocations for a Green-Marl and Streamcluster such that the modified version of these programs significantly outperforms the original version of both workloads.

Beyond optimizing memory allocation, access patterns can also be used to optimize scheduling. Work items can then be scheduled to threads being pinned close to memory controllers storing the data it accesses.

Note that even if work is dynamically split up into chunks, the access patterns as discussed here are still valid, e.g. a data structure with sequential accesses still has sequential access within each chunks.

#### Sequential access

Sequential data accesses are widely used in parallel programs. It can be skewed or strided, which means that locality is not necessarily given if the same array is accessed from various loops, with different skews and strides.

```c
#pragma omp parallel for
#define LEN 1000
for (int i=0; i<LEN; i+=2) {
    int j = (i+LEN/2) % LEN
    do_something(&data[j]); // skewed
}
```
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Indexed access

Indexed accesses are based on the observation that a common pattern in parallel programs is to iterate over an region of memory in sequential order with a stride of 1 from the beginning to the end of a region of memory.

```c
#pragma openmp parallel for
for (int i=0; i<len(data); i++) {
    do_something(&data[i]); // indexed
}
```

In this example, access to memory of array `data` is what we call indexed. Every element is accessed only once in sequential order and the access provides locality.

While this type of access pattern seems narrow and specific, it turns out that it is widely used for programs based on parallel loops (such as OpenMP), where the index variable of a for-loop is also used as an array-index. As the level of parallelization in the case of parallel loops are batches of loop iterations and access is sequential and local, this access pattern is a natural fit for partitioning.

Random access

We classify everything else as random access. Random access is problematic. Since accesses do not follow any logic, hardware cannot prefetch data, which leads to processors stalling and waiting for new data to arrive from memory. Due to the lack of locality, caching and replication also do not help to hide high memory access latency.

A data structure that is inherently suffering from random accesses is a linked list, where pointers have to be dereferenced to find the next entry of the list. Additionally, many algorithms suffer the same problem even if the data structure itself is linear as with arrays, for example the neighbor relationship in many graphs.

```c
#pragma openmp parallel for
void *element;
while (element);
    do_something(element->data);
    element = element->next;
}
```

Case Study: Green-Marl

Green-Marl is a domain-specific language for graph processing. As a proof of concept, we modified the high-level compiler of Green-Marl to show how
memory access patterns can be extracted with moderate changes.

In contrast to other DSL compilers, Green-Marl has a fairly simple toolchain and is compact enough to allow immediate modifications. OptiML, for example, has a complex toolchain based on Scala [OR14] to build the compiler. Modifications to OptiML’s logic are complex and rebuilding the compiler is tedious. In contrast, Green-Marl’s compiler for translating high-level Green-Marl programs is written in C/C++. Analyzing the code and tracking memory access patterns could either be done in the backend-independent lexer, or directly in the backend. Since modifications directly in the C/C++ backends seemed simpler than in the backend-independent lexer, we decided to apply our modifications directly there.

As other DSLs, Green-Marl has a small set of application specific statements. This makes it a perfect fit for extracting memory access patterns: only a comparably limited number of annotations are necessary in the Green-Marl compiler to track memory accesses.

In addition to PageRank (Figure 3), we also use triangle-counting and hop-distance as examples for graph workloads. We show the code for both of them in Figures 4 and 5.

In this section, we describe our modifications to the Green-Marl compiler in detail. In Section 3.4.1, we start with a detailed analysis of Green-Marl’s internal data layout for the graph. We then describe how we annotate Green-Marl statements with their memory access patterns (Section 3.4.3) and how we track loops to determine the access frequency for each of these statements (Section 3.4.2). In Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 we list the result of our modifications for three graph algorithms, and its correctness. Finally in Section 3.5, we give an intuition how similar ideas could be used to modified other domain specific languages.

Graph storage

Green-Marl stores graphs internally in the compressed sparse row format (csr). Figure 3.3 shows the csr representation of a small sample graph.

The CSR format is used as a compact representation of a graph, especially sparse ones. The core idea is to group edges by their source node and store them contiguously in an array node_idx. As the name suggests, this array stores the node index of vertices. Since edges are grouped by source node, only the destination of an edge has to be stored. In order to find the range of entries in node_idx representing edges starting in a node n, the index of the first edge of node n’s batch is needed. This is stored in array begin. The last of the range of destination identifiers for a node n’s edges can be calculated from looking up its successor node’s start index.

For example, node 1 in the sample graph displayed in Figure 3.3 has two outgoing edge to nodes 0 and 2. node_idx hence must have two entries for node 1, namely 0 and 2, the destination ids of these edges. begin[1] then must point to the relevant index in the node_idx array, which is 1 in this case.
Listing 4 hop-distance written in Green-Marl

```cpp
// This routine is, in fact, BFS
Procedure hop_dist(G: Graph, dist: N_P<Int>, root: Node)
{
    N_P<Bool> updated;
    N_P<Bool> updated_nxt;
    N_P<Int> dist_nxt;
    Bool fin = False;

    G.dist = (G == root) ? 0 : +INF;
    G.updated = (G == root) ? True : False;
    G.dist_nxt = G.dist;
    G.updated_nxt = G.updated;

    While(!fin) {
        fin = True;

        Foreach(n: G.Nodes)(n.updated) {
            Foreach(s: n.Nbrs) {
                // Updated_nxt becomes true only if dist_nxt is actually updated
                <s.dist_nxt; s.updated_nxt> min= <n.dist + 1; True>;
            }
        }

        G.dist = G.dist_nxt;
        G.updated = G.updated_nxt;
        G.updated_nxt = False;
        fin = ! Exist(n: G.Nodes){n.updated};
    }
}
```

A lookup of all edges of $I$ would then return elements node_idx[begin[n]] to node_idx[begin[n+1]]−1, which with a node index of $n = 1$ translates to elements node_idx[begin[1]] to node_idx[begin[2]]−1. This results in 0 and 2, which are the destination node indices of $I$’s outgoing edges. As can be seen from above code, a guard element is needed pointing to the end of array node_idx. In our case, this is element 5 visualized with a dashed border.

For an efficient lookup of incoming edges, Green-Marl additionally implements a reverse lookup with two more arrays implementing the same functionality for each edge’s inverse. Reverse edges are stored in (r_begin and r_node_idx).

**Loops**

For a detailed understanding of access patterns, it is important to keep track of loops. In order to analyze how often data is accessed, each loop iteration along with the loop’s index variable needs to be stored. For many algorithms,
Listing 5 triangle-counting written in Green-Marl

```plaintext
Procedure triangle_counting(G: Graph): Long
{
    // undirected version
    Long T;
    Foreach(v: G.Nodes)
        Foreach(u: v.Nbrs) (u > v) {
            Foreach(w: v.Nbrs) (w > u) {
                If ((w.HasEdgeTo(u)))
                    T += 1;
            }
        }
    Return T;
}
```

![Sample graph](image)

Figure 3.3: CSR representation for a small sample graph

the number of loop iterations is either constant, or depends on the program input, e.g. the number of nodes and edges in the currently loaded graph.

Keeping track of loops is crucial to determine memory access patterns. We do so using a stack data structure and, whenever the Green-Marl compiler generates a loop, we push a new entry on this stack and pop it again once the loop body finishes. The following code section describes which relevant functions of Green-Marl’s compiler:

```
// Generate for-loop over Green-Marl data structures
gm_cpp_gen::generate_sent_foreach(ast_foreach* f);

// Generate constant size while-loops
gm_code_generator::generate_sent_while(ast_while *w)
```

`generate_sent_while` is used for example in PageRank to generate a while-loop that executes PageRank until the changes in the ranks are smaller than what is given by the programmer. For `generate_sent_foreach`, we support currently the following types of loops:
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- **LOOP_NODES**: an iterator over all nodes in a graph
- **LOOP_NBS**: an iterator walking over all neighbors of a node
- **LOOP_CONSTANT**: constant number of iterations of a fixed-size loop

Other loop types offered in Green-Marl are not yet supported, since our workloads do not make use of them. However, they could be trivially pushed to our stack data structure as well.

A stack data structure is needed for nesting of loops. In some cases, two nested loops need to be combined in the function stack. For example: an iteration over all nodes (LOOP_NODES) followed by an iteration over their neighbors (LOOP_NBS) represents an iteration over all edges. Hence, whenever the stack of loop iterators contains a sequence of these two loop iterators, we thread this as an iteration over all edges of the graph \((E)\). An example of this are lines 17 and 18 in Listing 4 and lines 5 and 6 in Listing 5.

We also track the index variable of each loop in a list. For each access to an array, we then check if the variable used to access the array is used as an index by looking it up in the list. If so, the access is an indexed access.

**Memory access**

Our goal is to capture array access patterns. Here, we are now discussing which parts of the Green-Marl compiler we had to modify to track memory access patterns. We will first discuss some helper functions we implemented to track memory access patterns, followed by a list of Green-Marl statements we needed to modify.

**Helper functions to track memory accesses** To facilitate tracking array accesses, we need to store information about each memory reference generated by the compiler internally. For that, we provide the following functions:

```c
/** Track an access to one of the arrays */
void record_array_access(const char* array_name,
                         bool is_indexed, bool is_write);

/** Generate array access and track them. */
static char* array_access_gen(const char* array_name, const char* index,
                              std::string original_array);

/** Generate and print array access; Internally calls array_access_gen. */
void array_access(gm_code_writer* Body, const char* array_name,
                 const char* index, std::string original_array);
```

40
3.4. Case Study: Green-Marl

Access to arrays Based on our description of Green-Marl’s internally memory layout (Section 3.4.1), we are now describing our annotations of Green-Marl’s high-level constructs. Note that the data layout might change in the future or even look different depending on the architecture. With our approach, this is not a problem, as access patterns are extracted with the internal data representation in mind. In the case of having several representations at hand, each combination of high-level operation and data representation would have to be annotated separately.

We track accessed on a per-array basis. We modified the Green-Marl compiler to record each access to each array along with the type of array access. This is in contrast to what the high-level compiler would normally do: when compiling the high-level program down to its low-level implementation, this information is normally lost. The following functions generated code that performs a memory access:

```c
/** Assignment */
void gm_cpp_gen::generate_sent_assign(ast_assign* a);
void gm_cpp_gen::generate_sent_reduce_argmin_assign(ast_assign *a);

/** LHS */
void gm_cpp_gen::generate_lhs_field(ast_field* f);
```

Memory accesses can also be generated from other functions, but the Green-Marl code generating the memory reference is still evaluated from function `generate_lhs_field`, which parses the given code and potentially generates memory accesses out of that.

LHS stands for left-hand side, which is a bit of a misnomer, since the same function is also used to evaluate the right-hand side of a statement. To distinguish read- from write-accesses, we have to keep track of whether we are evaluating the right- or left-hand side of a statement. We do this with variable `bool sk_lhs`. LHS statements are invoked from within `generate_sent_assign` and `generate_sent_reduce_argmin_assign`. The first is used to generate simple assignments, while the latter is used for generating low-level code for `min=`, as used in hop-distance (Listing 4, line 20).

```c
/** Code generator for build-in functions. */
void gm_cpplib::generate_expr_builtin(ast_expr_builtin* e,
  gm_code_writer& Body);
```

Green-Marl’s `generate_expr_builtin` is where most of Green-Marl’s graph-specific operations are implemented. The following is a list that describes the access patterns as detected by our modifications to the Green-Marl compiler.

- **GM_BLTIN_NODE_HAS_EDGE_TO**: Determines if a node has an edge to another node. This functionality is used in triangle-counting.
  - node_idx: read-only, non-indexed
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- begin: read-only, non-indexed

- **GM_BLTIN_NODE_DEGREE**: Determines the node degree, i.e. the number of outgoing edges of a node. For that, `begin` has to be accessed twice and the difference between the indices calculated. This gives the number of entries in the `node_idx` array associated with a source node id, which equals the number of outgoing edges of that node.

  - begin: twice, read-only, non-indexed

- **generate_foreach_header** as LOOP_NBS: Generates a for-loop that runs over neighbors. The iterator variable is of `EDGE_T`. This is used twice in triangle-counting, and once each in PageRank and hop-distance. Since it iterates over the neighbors, array `begin` is accessed twice to determine start and end index in `node_idx`.

  - begin, read-only, indexed
  
  - begin, read-only, non-indexed

- **generate_foreach_header** as LOOP_NODES: For iterating over all nodes, no memory has to be accessed. However, the loop has to be tracked and its type added to the list of active loop iterations, so that array accesses from within the loop can be recorded with the appropriate number.

We did not have to instrument the following Green-Marl operators, since they have not been used in any of the benchmark we were executing.

- **GM_BLTIN_NODE_IN_DEGREE**: This is the same as `GM_BLTIN_NODE_DEGREE` except for accessing `r_node_idx` instead of `node_idx`.

- **GM_BLTIN_NODE_IS_NBR_FROM**

- **GM_BLTIN_NODE_RAND_NBR**

- **GMTYPE_NODE_ITERATOR**

**Declaration of a variable**  As described before in Section 3.4.1, Green-Marl stores the graph in a total of four arrays. These are always generated with the same name and type. Their size depends on the input graph, but that is already known from the header at the beginning of the file storing the graph.

Additionally, Green-Marl might need additional per-node or per-edge arrays for some workloads, for example for ranks in PageRank. This is why we need to know about each variable-declaration in the system and hence intercept `generate_sent_vardecl`, which generates a variable declaration:
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```c
/** Variable declaration - need to encapsulate state. */
void gm_cpp_gen::generate_sent_vardecl(ast_vardecl* v);

/** Generate an algorithm's main function. */
void gm_cpp_gen::generate_proc_decl(ast_procdef* proc, bool is_body_file);
```

In order to avoid redundant work in initializing arrays, we also detect how arrays should be initialized. In many cases, the initial state of the array is irrelevant (for example: the double-buffered second copy of PageRank’s ranks array).

Furthermore, we instrument `generate_proc_decl`, the function that generates an algorithm’s main method. For each variable, we need to know if values are passed from outside this algorithm, or if the array has to pass it back to the caller after execution of the main function. This helps to avoid unnecessary additional copy operations.

### Detailed access patterns

In this section, we will show the result of extracted memory patterns for PageRank, a well-known algorithm to determine the importance of each node in a graph as well as triangle-counting and hop-distance. The output shown here is automatically generated by our modifications to the Green-Marl high-level compiler.

We now describe for each workload the arrays used in it and list some of their properties in Table 3.2. All of these properties are automatically extracted by our modifications to the Green-Marl high-level compiler. The table shows:

- **node** Whether an array is a Green-Marl per-node array.
- **edge** Whether an array is a Green-Marl per-edge array.
- **used** Whether Green-Marl’s static arrays storing the graph are accessed by this workload: in some cases, Green-Marl allocates an array, but does not actually use it.
- **ro** Whether it is read-only.
- **std** Whether it is one of the Green-Marl standard arrays storing the graph itself: these are filled by the Green-Marl runtime with the graph loaded from disk and have to be copied from there.
- **dyn** Whether arrays are dynamically created from within the algorithm’s main function, in which case they do not explicitly have to be initialized. If they need to be initialized to a specific value, it has to be specified explicitly as part of the Green-Marl high-level code. These accesses are then already covered by our modifications to the compiler and such arrays consequently do not have to be tracked otherwise.
**Indexed** Whether the array is always accessed via an index variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>node</th>
<th>edge</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>ro</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>dyn</th>
<th>indexed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node_idx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pg_rank</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pg_rank_nxt</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_node_idx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Green-Marl arrays for PageRank**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>node</th>
<th>edge</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>ro</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>dyn</th>
<th>indexed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node_idx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pg_rank</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pg_rank_nxt</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_node_idx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Green-Marl arrays for hop-distance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>node</th>
<th>edge</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>ro</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>dyn</th>
<th>indexed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dist</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dist_nxt</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node_idx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_node_idx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updated</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updated_nxt</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Green-Marl arrays for triangle-counting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>node</th>
<th>edge</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>ro</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>dyn</th>
<th>indexed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node_idx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_begin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_node_idx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Extracted array properties for PageRank, hop-distance and triangle-counting

Table 3.3 shows the access cost of all used arrays in our evaluation. \( N \) is the number of nodes and \( E \) the number of edges in the graph. \( k \) is an workload-specific constant, often representing the number of iterations of the main loop until the algorithm converges. This constant is normally small compared to the size of the graph and often equally multiplying the otherwise workload-specific number of accesses. In terms of prioritizing arrays based on their relevance it can then be ignored in such cases.

For example, the number of reads in Green-Marl’s PageRank rank array is: \( kE \times kN \), where \( E \) is the number of edges and \( N \) is the number of nodes. While, we derives these formulas and have them readily available, so far we found the more coarse-grained results as shown in Table 3.2 sufficient in the context of this work.

Note that for simplicity, Table 3.3 does not show a breakdown of array accesses to its type. For example, it does not show how many indexed array accesses are going to be executed for a certain workload. If that information was required, it could be trivially implemented in our modifications to the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>#reads</th>
<th>#writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>pg_rank</code></td>
<td>$kE + kN$</td>
<td>$N + kN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>r_begin</code></td>
<td>$kN + kN$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>r_node_idx</code></td>
<td>$kE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>begin</code></td>
<td>$kE + kE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pg_rank_nxt</code></td>
<td>$kN$</td>
<td>$kN$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Green-Marl arrays for PageRank**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>#reads</th>
<th>#writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>dist</code></td>
<td>$N + kE$</td>
<td>$N + kN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>updated</code></td>
<td>$N + kN + kN$</td>
<td>$N + kN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>dist_nxt</code></td>
<td>$kE + kE + kN$</td>
<td>$N + kE$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>updated_nxt</code></td>
<td>$kN$</td>
<td>$N + kE + kN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>begin</code></td>
<td>$kN + kN$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>node_idx</code></td>
<td>$kE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Green-Marl arrays for hop-distance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>#reads</th>
<th>#writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>begin</code></td>
<td>$N + N + E + E + EE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>node_idx</code></td>
<td>$E + EE + EE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Green-Marl arrays for triangle-counting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>array</th>
<th>#reads</th>
<th>#writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>begin</code></td>
<td>$N + N + E + E + EE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>node_idx</code></td>
<td>$E + EE + EE$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Array cost functions as automatically extracted by our modifications to the Green-Marl compiler. Here, we exclude arrays that are are not used by Green-Marl.

Green-Marl compiler, since all information required to track that information is already part of the code.

**Correctness**

We tested the correctness of our modifications indirectly via execution of PageRank, hop-distance, triangle-counting on two graphs. For each array, we dump the CRC checksum of each array before and after execution of the algorithm.

The checksum would change if:

- the prediction of read-only access would be wrong: in that case, a write-access would not work as expected with replication, as only a thread’s local replica would be updated with others being unchanged. This would show up in a different output of the algorithm and a change in the CRC code for each array.

- if one of the memory accesses would still be direct instead of redirected via our additional memory abstraction — whenever we changed the code to used the memory abstraction, we also annotated the memory access with its array pattern. From that, we conclude that we have been annotating all of Green-Marl’s memory accesses correctly as shown by the results in Table 3.3.
Examples of other languages

While not implemented in other languages, we would like to analyze some other examples of where memory access patterns could be extracted.

Databases

In databases management systems (DBMS) or systems like LINQ [MBB06], there is typically only a limited number of database queries. In that case, queries can be analyzed to figure out memory access patterns.

Here, we want to give an intuition on how well this works. For example:

```sql
SELECT * FROM students WHERE age>30
```

From that, we can see that we have an indexed access on the students relation, which makes it an ideal fit for a partitioned working set.

Machine learning

OptiML [SLB+11] is a machine learning domain-specific language. Due to the complexity of the toolchain, we did not consider it for updating the high-level compiler for automatic annotation of the program. However, here, we give an intuition about the feasibility of our approach also in the context of machine learning.

Common workload types in machine learning are images, training sets, which are internally represented as vectors, matrices and indexed graphs, but also views implemented as sub-matrices.

Computation then often boils down to dot products between matrices, linear algebra executed on vectors and matrices. Frequent operations are map, count, filter. However, higher-level languages such as OptiML also support rich operations such as `histogram(Image)`, which in its current implementation writes to a shared data structure.

**Operator fusing** OptiML employs Operator fusing. For example, it knows that a vector + vector operation is equivalent to a `ZipWith` operation, i.e. a simultaneous loop over two vectors.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed how detailed memory access patterns can be automatically extracted from high-level programs in the field of domain specific languages. Combined with the machine model introduced in Chapter 2, memory allocation of parallel programs can be tuned automatically without programmers having to understand the characteristics of complex multicore
hardware and their implications on algorithm performance. We show our approach to smart memory allocation in Chapter 4.

**Limitations** Our access patterns are generated by a static code analysis. Consequently, our results do not consider dynamic aspects such as load caused by other processes running on the system. For that, online approaches like Carrefour are a better match. However, static analysis is still beneficial to find a good initial placement.
Memory allocation in NUMA multicore machines is increasingly complex. Good placement of and access to program data is crucial for application performance, and, if not carefully done, can significantly harm scalability [ASK+07, DFF+13].

For example, Figure 4.1 visualizes a single node memory allocation: the entire working set of the application is allocated on just one NUMA node. Concurrent access to that memory leads to two problems: (i) only one memory controller is used, leading to a waste of additional memory bandwidth from all others, and (ii) contention on the interconnect close to where memory is allocated.

Techniques such as replication and partitioning of data across NUMA nodes exists and can retain scalability (e.g. [BBD+09, ASK+07]). However as we show later, many programmers struggle to develop software applying these techniques. The problem is that it is unclear which techniques to apply in which situation. What is worse is that with rapidly evolving and diversifying hardware, programmers must repeatedly make manual changes to their software to keep up with new hardware performance properties. Beyond simple placement of data, ideas and techniques from traditional distributed systems like replication and partitioning can help to improve memory management [SSGA11, ASK+07]. The challenge is to decide when to apply which of these strategies. The choice depends on machine and program characteristics.

One solution to automatically and dynamically decide which techniques to use is based on online monitoring of program performance, for example as in Carrefour [DFF+13]. However, monitoring may be expensive. Firstly, due to missing hardware support if pages must be unmapped to trigger a fault when data is accessed. Secondly, our results suggest that they are insuffi-
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Figure 4.1: Contention with single node allocation on multicores

ciently precise if statistically measured based on sampling using performance counters. Both approaches are limited to a relatively small number of optimizations. For example, it is hard to incrementally activate large pages or switch to using DMA hardware for data copies based on monitoring or event counters due to a lack of proper programming interfaces. Worse, online approaches have to guess programmer’s intentions based on these statistically observed measurements, and the wrong choice of optimizations might be inefficient or even reduce the performance (see Section 4.6.1 for an example).

In this chapter, we present Shoal, a system that abstracts memory access and provides a rich programming interface that accepts hints on memory access patterns at runtime. These hints can either be manually specified by programmers or automatically derived from high-level descriptions of parallel programs such as domain specific languages as described in Chapter 3.

Shoal includes a machine-aware runtime that selects the implementation for this memory abstraction dynamically during buffer allocation based on the hints for a concrete combination of machine and workload. If available, Shoal is able to exploit not only NUMA properties but also hardware features such as large pages and DMA copy engines.

Our contributions in this chapter are the following:

• a memory abstraction based on arrays that decouples data access from
4.1. Introduction

the rest of the program together with an interface for programs to specify memory access patterns when allocating memory,

• a runtime that picks and configures one of several highly tuned array implementations based on access patterns and machine characteristics and can exploit machine specific hardware features.

![Figure 4.2: Shoal system overview](image)

We visualize this in Figure 4.2. The high-level program, high-level compiler and details about how we extract memory access patterns have already been discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 describes the machine model that is fed into the Shoal runtime.

In this chapter, we first give an overview over the state-of-the-art in Section 4.2 and related work (Section 4.3). We then describe the remaining components depicted in Figure 4.2: first, our memory abstraction and the programming interface of Shoal in Section 4.4 followed by the runtime in Section 4.5, the remaining components depicted in Figure 4.2.

As a result, Shoal allows programmers to write programs that achieve good performance without having to understand machine characteristics and needing to constantly rewrite applications in order to keep up with hardware changes. We demonstrate Shoal using the Green-Marl graph DSL, and the Streamcluster low-level C++ program from the PARSEC benchmark suite and present our results in Section 4.6.
Background

Here, we argue that programmers take little care of where memory is allocated and how it is accessed. In cases like the popular Streamcluster benchmark (evaluated in Section 4.6.1) and applications from the NAS benchmark suite [DFF+13], memory is allocated using a low-level malloc-call, which provides no guarantees about where memory is allocated or other details such as the page size that is going to be used.

For example, Linux currently employs a first-touch memory allocation strategy. Memory is not allocated directly when calling malloc, but mapped only when the corresponding memory is first accessed by a thread. The resulting page fault causes Linux to back the faulting page from the NUMA node of the faulting core.

A surprising consequence of this choice is that on Linux the implementation of the initialization phase of a program is often critical to its memory performance, even through programmers rarely consider initialization as a candidate for heavy optimization, since it almost never seems to matter for the total execution time of the program. To understand why, consider memset, a widely used approach for initializing the elements of an array. Most programmers will spend little time evaluating alternatives, since the time spent in the initialization phase is usually negligible. An example is as follows:

```c
// Initialization (sequential)
void *ptr = malloc(ARRSIZE);
memset(ptr, 0, ARRSIZE);

// Work (parallel, highly optimized)
execute_work_in_parallel();
```

The scalability of a program written this way can be limited. memset executes on a single core and so all memory, if not accessed before the call to memset is allocated on the NUMA node of that core (Figure 4.1). For memory-bound parallel programs, one memory controller will be saturated quickly while others remain idle since all threads (up to 64 hardware contexts on the machines we use for evaluation) request memory from the same controller. Furthermore, the interconnect close to this memory controller will be more susceptible to congestion.

There are two problems here:

- Memory is not allocated (or mapped) when the interface suggests. Instead of allocating memory inside malloc itself, this happens lazily later in the execution.

- The choice of where to allocate memory is made in a subsystem that has no knowledge of the intended access patterns of this memory. In this case, the decision is made in the OS kernel.
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These problems can be addressed by tuning algorithms to specific operating systems. For example, on Linux we could initialize memory using a parallel for loop:

```c
// Initialization (parallel)
void *ptr = malloc(ARRSIZE);
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int i=0; i<ARRSIZE; i++) {
    init(i);
}

// Work (parallel, highly optimized)
execute_work_in_parallel();
```

This will be faster and in some cases retain scalability in current versions of the Linux operating system. It is for example implemented in Green-Marl. Leveraging the first-touch strategy this strategy aims to spread out memory across all memory controllers approximately equally, which balances the load on them and reduces contention on individual interconnect links.

However, there are several problems with it: First, above code might experience bad interactions with the page size if all threads are accessing memory on the same page concurrently, and then moving on to the next page simultaneously. A better strategy would be to access each page only once, but this requires explicit knowledge of the page size allocated by the operating system. Furthermore, it also requires correct setup of OpenMP’s CPU affinity to ensure that all cores participate in this parallel initialization phase in order to spread memory equally on all memory controllers. Another drawback of this strategy is the loss of portability and scalability when the OS kernel’s internal memory allocation policies change. Finally, it does not work well for non-uniformly accessed memory, as not every section of memory receives equally many accesses and the random distribution prevents the scheduler from considering access locality when allocating threads. Consequently, distributing memory as described above is a good starting point for optimizations, but puts unnecessary work on programmers and only work if programmers have a basic understanding of hardware. This examples visualizes that memory allocation is non-trivial and motivates our goal to assist programmers by choosing the memory allocation strategy automatically.

Related work

Memory optimizations

Modern machines are becoming inherently complex: Baumann et al. argued that computers are already a distributed systems [BPS+09]. They proposed a multikernel approach [BBD+09] which avoids sharing of state among OS
nodes by replication and applying techniques from distributed systems. Similarly, Wentzlaff et al. [WA09] apply partitioning to OS services.

SMMP OS [ASK+07] observes that locality of data is as important as eliminating locks and reducing lock contention. They propose to selectively partition, distribute and replicate data. In contrast to Shoal using them for bulk data, SMMP OS applies these to object-oriented data structures as provided by K42 [KAR+06]. They are applied selectively depending on where distributed objects are accessed from rather than inferring access patterns a priori. Furthermore, converting lock based algorithms to their distributed object-based counterparts can induce an additional burden to programmers. Lastly, since objects are visible to programmers, the decomposition of algorithms can make it harder for programmers to understand the overall functionality of a program.

Techniques from distributed systems are beneficial not only on an OS level, but also for applications. Multimed [SSGA11] replicates database instances within a single multicore machine. Salomie et al. showed that congestion of memory controllers and interconnects impact the overall performance.

Cache coherence protocols like MOESI [Adv13] allow cache-lines to be in a shared state which is a form of hardware-level replication. This is only effective with workloads having good locality and a small working set and is less effective for workloads experiencing random accesses such as graph workloads. Research systems, such as Stanford FLASH, have provided software control over this form of replication [SHV+98].

**Abstractions**

PGAS languages such as UPC [UPC13], co-array FORTRAN [NR98], X10 [CGS+05], Chapel [CCZ07], and Fortress [Ora15b] provide an abstraction of shared arrays which can be implemented across a distributed system. Code iterating over an array can execute on the node holding the portion of the array being accessed.

In high-performance computing, array abstractions [NHL96] have been used to simplify programming while still providing good performance and scalability. They often support high-level operations on arrays e.g. matrix multiplications or atomic operators.

OpLog [BWKMZ14] provides a data structure for update-intensive (but rarely read) data that is machine aware and scales well. It logs updates in a per-core log. The key idea is to defer updates until the global state is read. Similarly, we also introduce a new data structure that is machine aware, but we provide several implementations that can be selected automatically based on application demands.

Wang et al. [WSP16] also proposes an abstraction, ParSec, for data structures in the context of real-time operating systems. They focus on scalable concurrent operations when accessing the data structure via a given interface.
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Interfaces

The Solaris operating system provides a \texttt{madvise} \cite{Ora15a} operation to let an application give hints on future accesses to a memory region which results in a distributed or local allocation to the calling thread. Linux also offers an interface for fine grain memory allocation, \texttt{libnuma} \cite{Sil15a}. Shoal extends these approaches with a wider range of possible usage patterns, adds an easier to use higher-level interface on top of that, and infers appropriate settings to use automatically.

Access to large and huge MMU pages is provided by services and libraries like \texttt{libhugetlbfs} \cite{ALM15}. The latter, however, requires static setup of a large page pool, among other issues.

Online tuning of memory allocation

Carrefour \cite{DFF+13, GLF+15} attempts to reduce the contention on interconnect and memory controllers by online monitoring of memory accesses and auto-tuning NUMA-aware memory allocation. Carrefour focuses on three techniques: memory collocation, replication and interleaving. Collocating data means that memory is migrated close to threads that access it frequently to maximize local accesses. For the same purpose, replication stores several copies of the data on multiple nodes. Finally, interleaving causes memory to be allocated such that it is equally distributes across nodes. Since implemented as a kernel module, this approach can be applied to any application without modifications to the program code, but is less fine-grained and more intrusive to set up. While Shoal derives a program’s semantics from annotations or DSL compiler analysis, online tuning approaches need to guess programmers’ intentions in retrospect. Furthermore, optimizations are applied reactively rather than proactively, causing additional overhead at runtime for migrating and replicating pages.

AutoNUMA \cite{Cor13} also follows an online tuning approach similar to Carrefour. AutoNUMA iteratively clears the present bit of pages in the page table, causing a page-fault on the next access. The page-fault handler records access information and remaps the page. While conceptually similar, this strategy is more expensive than Carrefour’s use of performance counter hardware \cite{DFF+13}.

However, in comparison to Carrefour, it is less efficient in acquiring memory access statistics as a result.

Systems such as SGI’s Origin 2000 \cite{Sil15b} use page-level migration and replication of data. Hardware monitors access to pages including which processors tend to access the page, and whether these are reads or writes. Based on that, pages are replicated or migrated towards a frequently accessing CPU.

Li \cite{LGP04} attempts to find the best algorithm for a specific task depending on machine characteristics and workload based on empirical search. In contrast, we decide a priori based on additional information extracted from
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high-level languages or given by manual annotations.

Franchetti et al. [FVP06] automatically tune FFT programs to multicore machines. They argue that programming such machines is increasingly complicated, which increases the burden for programmers and makes a case for automatic tuning. Similarly, Atune-IL [SPT09] auto-tunes applications, including the number of threads. It does so by exploring all possible parameters, but tries to reduce the search space.

However, tuning data placement and parallelism individually is not optimal, because threads might then not be scheduled close to the data they are accessing. Hence, affinity of threads and data need to be enforced in order to improve the performance of OpenMP programs [TaMS+08].

Abstraction and programming interface

Our work is based on the idea of automatically and transparently tuning memory placement and access. For that, we first introduce two simple memory abstraction for both bulk in Section 4.4.1 and metadata in Section 4.4.2. We optimize memory allocation only for bulk data and implement it for arrays. We decided to provide a second abstraction for smaller metadata, that cannot be efficiently handled by our bulk data interface: an example are counters. We wanted to encapsulate them as well, so that, given a proper backend, a Shoal program could also be executed correctly on a machine without shared-memory (e.g. a rack). However, in the scope of this thesis, we focus almost entirely on the bulk data abstraction and note that an abstraction for metadata might be useful for more distributed settings in the future. Our abstractions for both bulk and metadata allow us to exchange the underlying implementation without having to modify the high-level program.

In this section, we describe the programming interface and memory abstraction Shoal provides to programmers in the low-level code (Figure 4.2). The generated code – C/C++ for Green-Marl– uses our abstraction to allocate and access memory. At compile time the concrete mapping of array implementation is not made yet, but kept open until the program is executed. The selection then happens at runtime based on hardware specifications. The low-level code is described in Section 4.4.

Shoal encapsulates the entire program state: this includes smaller metadata such as variables, but mostly focuses on larger bulk data such as arrays. If all the state of a program is encapsulated, a program could be executed in a shared memory as well as distributed environment without changing its source code. Furthermore, in the case of failures, both bulk and metadata could be replicated to provide fault-tolerance. We did not yet investigate neither of these in detail, but carefully designed our memory abstraction to support them in the future.

We first give an overview of our abstraction for bulk data and later on
briefly discuss how the remaining state can be encapsulated in a separate data structure.

**Abstraction for bulk data**

Shoal abstracts bulk data as arrays. Arrays are widely used and well understood by programmers. They are often used to implement other data structures on top of them, for example CSR graph representations used in Green-Marl (Section 3.4.1), sparse matrices in machine learning workloads or columns of database tables. We found arrays sufficient for the workloads we have been looking at in the context of this research, but we expect to add more data types in the future. All of our array implementations implement the same interface. This allows Shoal to select an implementation transparently to the programmer.

Shoal represents its arrays internally as C/C++ class templates. It leverages polymorphism to maintain the various types of arrays while still keeping the code clean and easy to read. Access to arrays can always be executed using methods `set` and `get` provided by the instance of the array’s class.

**Listing 6 Interface of Shoal**

```c
// allocate an array
template<class T>
shl_array<T>* shl_malloc_array(size_t size, bool ro, bool indexed);

// get/set element at position i, return size
T get(size_t i);
void set(size_t i, T v);
size_t get_size(void);

// return accessor to array
T* get_array();

// initialize and copy elements between arrays
void copy_from_array(shl_array<T> *src); // from Shoal array
void copy_from(T* src); // from C array
void init_from_value(T value);

// synchronize replicas
void shl_repl_sync( void* src, void** dest,
size_t num_dest, size_t size);

// calculate the CRC checksum
unsigned long get_crc(void);
```

Listing 6 illustrates Shoal’s programming interface, which decouples com-
putation and memory access allowing transparent selection of different array implementations. Now, we are discussing first how memory is allocated, then operations for accessing data and finally two implementations of our abstraction: one entirely in software using an additional indirection and a second one implemented on top of virtual memory hardware.

Array allocation

\texttt{shl\_malloc\_array} allocates Shoal arrays and selects the best implementation for the machine it is running on based on memory access pattern hints given as arguments.

Shoal always maps all pages of an array to guarantee memory allocation and avoid non-determinism. This provides strong guarantees on where memory is allocated. Shoal also implements a consistent allocation policy across different OSes. This is normally not the case, as operating systems often implicitly allocate memory based on a specific internal allocation strategy. Indeed, these policies even change between different versions of the same OS.

Linux, for instance, implements a first touch allocation policy, which causes confusion about where and when memory will actually be allocated. Libraries such as libnuma provide an interface which gives more control, but this lacks support for large and huge pages. Barrelfish \cite{BBD+09} gives the user the ability to manage its own address space via self-paging \cite{Han99}: an application requests memory explicitly from a specific NUMA node and maps it as it wishes.

These systems provide different trade-offs between complexity, portability, and maintainability of application code and efficient use of the memory system: an explicit, flexible interface imposes an additional burden to programmers. We believe that programmers should not have to deal with this complexity while still benefiting from performance gains when choosing a good allocation strategy. Furthermore, we want to avoid manual tuning to adapt programs to new machines.

Data operations

Reads and writes to arrays are performed with \texttt{get()} and \texttt{set()}, but we also provide optimized high-level array operations for initializing and copying arrays. These provide relaxed guarantees, that allows the Shoal runtime to apply optimizations. For example, the order in which elements are initialized or copied is not specified, allowing these operations to be parallelized and offloaded to DMA engines in an asynchronous fashion.

Writes to replicas can be realized by writing to the master copy and propagating the changes to all replicas using \texttt{shl\_repl\_sync()}. This allows to re-initialize replicated arrays, for example to reuse otherwise read-only buffers in streaming applications.
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`shl__repl_sync()` is not strictly required. The same functionality could be implemented using `set()` and `get()`. However, in contrast to these generic low-level access functions, `shl__repl_sync()` allows the use of DMA hardware to accelerate copying data.

Implementation with software indirection

Here, we discuss the implementation of our memory abstraction. For partitioning and distribution of memory, Shoal allocates a contiguous piece of virtual memory and guarantees that it is backed by physical memory on appropriate memory controllers. In that case, software does not require any modifications, as accesses to virtual memory are forwarded to the intended memory controller automatically by virtual memory hardware.

However, for replication, several copies of the same data are allocated in the machine. Virtualization hardware treats these replicas as distinct data, which means that software has to choose which of the replicas to use for each memory access to replicated data by accessing the data via its distinct virtual address.

Since Shoal chooses to replicate, partitions or distributes memory and dynamically enables the use of superpages and DMA hardware, the virtual address of data is unknown at compile time. Replication for example stores the same data multiple times. Each thread then has to lookup which replica to access. In Shoal, this is implemented with an additional indirection.

For efficiency, we introduce the concept of accessors. An accessor is a partly cached lookup that is valid only within the thread that has been initializing it via `get_array()`. Depending on the array type used, accesses are directly executed on memory using the accessor instead of access via `set()` and `get()`. We realize this with C/C++ macros. Listing 7 code shows an example.

Additionally, Shoal provides a selection of high-level functions to initialize memory and copy elements between Shoal arrays.

Replication: implementation using paging hardware

This work was executed in collaboration with Reto Achermann.

In contrast to the previous section, we are now discussing an alternative approach for accessing replicated data: the use of replicated page tables to provide distinct address spaces for each thread. This is similar to Carrefour’s on-demand page replication [DFF+13].

This is different from what traditional operating systems provide. In Linux, for example, all threads of a process share its page table. We implement this is Barrelfish, whose flexible memory management based on capabilities allows Shoal to enable hardware-level NUMA replication via page table manipulation. We achieve this by duplicating the root page table (i.e. PML4 for x86_64) instead of sharing it as is the case for traditional threads.
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Listing 7 Example program for accessing a Shoal array

```c
#define shl__ARR-NAME__wr(i, v) shl__ARR-NAME[i] = v
#define shl__ARR-NAME__rd(i) shl__ARR-NAME[i]

/* Initialize arrays */
shl_array<double>* shl__ARR-NAME__array = 
    shl__malloc_array<double>(size, ro, indexed);

/* Execute algorithm - in parallel */
#pragma omp parallel {
    /* Initialize thread state on each thread of OpenMP’s pool */
    double* shl__ARR-NAME = shl__ARR-NAME__array->get_array();

    #pragma omp for
    /* Execute code */
    for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
        shl__ARR-NAME__wr(i, 3.141); // write to array
        assert (shl__ARR-NAME__rd(i)==3.141); // read from array
    }
}
```

Figure 4.3 shows a scheme on the resulting page table hierarchy for two threads. Once the root page table is duplicated for each thread, we can selectively share or replicate physical page mappings across threads or thread groups by assigning PML4 slots into shared and non-shared address ranges. This task is performed by our modified Shoal library and Green-Marl run-time, without changing application code. In Barrelfish, this is possible entirely in user-space. No modifications to the kernel are needed. A similar approach was used by Corey [BWCC+08] to reduce the overhead in walking the page tables on multiple cores.

When looking up memory, a thread than finds its root page table via register CR3. For memory that is shared between threads, the root page table points to a shared second-level page table (PDPT), which simplified maintaining consistency of the address space across threads. Only for memory that is replicated, Shoal uses a thread local page table allowing to configure replication for each thread individually.

This cannot be done in conventional Linux because page tables are always shared there – replicating data in that case can only be achieved by modifying the kernel or using software indirection for memory accesses as shown in the previous section.
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Abstraction for meta data

In addition to the memory abstraction for bulk data introduced in the previous section, we also implemented an abstraction for smaller meta data similar to structs. For this, Shoal provides a memory abstraction called frames.

The idea behind frames is to encapsulate the remaining, meta data presented in typical parallel applications. Such data cannot be efficiently represented with the bulk interface introduced before. We support per-thread and global frames. An example for meta data are counters in applications like triangle counting for graphs. There, one counter per thread and a global one are needed for keeping track of the number of triangles found so far.

Frames complement the data abstraction for bulk data. With the com-
combination of the two, the entire state of a program is abstracted by Shoal. With that, Shoal could run on machines without cache-coherence or shared-memory, where access to frames could be mediated according to where frames are allocated and how they are shared between execution contexts.

### Thread initialization

For Shoal, threads have to be pinned to cores. The mapping of thread to partition or replica depends on the core it is running on, so migrating a thread would involve updating these mappings.

For simplicity, we simply pin Shoal threads and initialize these mappings once at initialization. For OpenMP, we update the mappings once at the beginning of a `pragma omp parallel` to ensure that each thread in the thread pool updates its mapping table.

Each Shoal array is represented to the programmer as an instance of a C/C++ class. In order to get access to the payload itself, threads execute method `get_array()`, which returns a typed pointer to the array the class is maintaining.

This has several advantages. First, the code is modular, clean and easy to read. However, on the fast path, we use a C/C++ pointer for direct memory access.

### Shoal runtime

The Shoal runtime is implemented as a library that takes care of selecting array implementations based on extracted access patterns, and hardware specification of the machine. The program to be used with Shoal is linked against this library.

For each array, Shoal has to choose which array implementation to use. This section discusses the trade-offs in doing so and visualizes Shoal’s decision trees.

### Memory placement

The performance of parallel applications on multicores critically depends on maximizing memory throughput. To achieve that, memory accesses should be equally distributed across all memory controllers such that the maximum accumulated bandwidth can be reached. Additionally, the load on the interconnect should be kept low, so that the memory bandwidth is not limited by the interconnect connecting cores when requesting memory from memory controllers. This is best achieved by localizing memory accesses. If that is not possible, as with random accesses, an equal distribution of memory helps to spread out traffic on as many interconnect links as possible.
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Data placement strategies

In this section, we describe strategies for allocating memory supported in Shoal. In addition to choosing the allocation strategy, Shoal also tunes them internally based on machine characteristics.

Unless specified otherwise, Shoal guarantees an eager allocation of program memory. Consequently, all allocation strategies introduced here result in a more deterministic program execution compared to the Linux’ lazy memory allocation, where programmers have no direct influence on where memory is allocated.

Single node allocation  All memory is allocated on the same node. While simple to implement, single node allocation does not scale well and is therefore rarely used for parallel programs.

Distributed allocation  Distributed arrays allocate data approximately equally, but randomly, across NUMA nodes. The distribution is implementation specific.

Distribution reduces pressure on memory controllers, but can lead to high latency or congestion if many accesses are remote. The performance of distributed arrays can be non-deterministic, as data is scattered semi-randomly and might vary between program executions.

As we show later in Section 4.6.2, the use of data distribution often achieves good scalability without requiring detailed information about hardware characteristics or application requirements, which makes it relatively easy to apply.

Replication  Replication stores several copies of the program’s working set, typically one on each node. This ensures that memory accesses can be handled locally instead of having to fetch them from remote storage locations, which helps to distribute load and reduce communication costs.
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Replication increases a program’s memory footprint since several copies of the working set have to be stored on the machine. Care has to be taken when choosing whether or not to apply replication, as increasing the memory footprint to an extent where data has to be spilled to disk has a negative effect on program performance. More importantly, updates to replicated data can be expensive as typically some form of consistency has to be maintained in the presence of concurrent updates. Consequently, to decide if replication can be applied efficiently, information about the application and the machine is required. This includes the working set size, the machine’s available memory and its hierarchy, and the read/write ratio of accesses to the memory segment to be allocated.

Partitioning Partitioning is a form of distribution where data is spread out in the machine such that work units can be executed close to where their data is allocated.

The efficiency of applying partitioning depends on the workload: if many random accesses are executed, partitioning can not guarantee local accesses, in which case the performance is similar to a random data distribution as described earlier. If accesses have a large spacial locality, partitioning behaves similar to replication, in which case accesses can be guaranteed to be handled locally. In contrast to replication, partitioned arrays store each data item only once and therefore do not increase a programs memory footprint. However, it imposes an additional challenge for scheduling, since the working set for each thread must be known and the jobs scheduled accordingly.

Choice of array implementation

Based on these observations, we try to adhere to the following principles when selecting array implementations:

- maximize local access to minimize interconnect traffic,
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- load-balance memory for the remaining data on all available controllers to avoid contention as a consequence of traffic being limited to only a small number of interconnect links.

![Array Selection Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.4: Array Selection**

We show our policy for selecting array implementations in Figure 4.4. We have described the access patterns used as an input to the decision tree in Chapter 3, the patterns themselves in Section 3.3.

1. We use partitioning if the array is only accessed via an index.

2. We enable replication if the array is read-only and one copy of the data fits into every NUMA node of the host machine. If not all, but some of the arrays can be replicated given the size of memory, an array can be chosen for replication based on the number of total accesses to it. Section 3.4.4 explains how we extract these automatically from high-level programs.

3. We otherwise use a uniform distribution among all available memory controllers.

We only replicate read-only arrays, as we found that the cost for maintaining consistency dominates the performance benefits in current NUMA machines (Section 4.6.4) – however, we plan to revisit this for more complex NUMA hierarchies.

**Large and huge pages**

If available, we use 2 MB large pages (Figure 4.5). As our results show, this is not always optimal since the impact of using large pages is hard to anticipate.
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Figure 4.5: Huge page

On average, however, enabling 2 MB large pages seems to be a good choice. On operating systems that allow the simultaneous use of both large 2 MB and huge 1 GB pages, Shoal supports the use of both page sizes. However, currently programmers have to choose the page size manually. Our algorithm always uses 2 MB pages for all arrays if the hardware supports them.

Considerations for further optimizations

Many current multicore machines have independent TLBs for different page sizes. The total coverage of all these TLBs can only be leveraged if all of them are used. This suggests that it might be useful to keep some arrays on normal pages. Consequently, smaller arrays can always be backed by 4k pages. Using large or huge pages would waste memory and increase fragmentation of memory, since the size of the memory allocation has to be a multiple of the page size.

For large arrays with random access, the TLB coverage, even when using large or huge pages, might still not be sufficient to prevent TLB misses. To avoid internal fragmentation and because superpages are a sparse resource, it might then be better to use normal 4k pages even though the array is large. Furthermore, the use of bigger pages increases the granularity at which NUMA optimizations such as distribution and partitioning can be applied [GLD+14]. Physical pages are the unit of memory allocation, and hence NUMA optimizations have to be executed on a size that is a multiple of the page size. For large, and even more so for huge 1 GB pages, the granularity is then often too coarse and the negative impact on NUMA optimizations is bigger than benefits from reducing the number of TLB misses.

One approach would be to use large pages for mostly sequential read-only array access. These can be replicated, and due to spacial locality benefit from
large pages.

Currently, however, our experiments show that the choice of whether or not to use large pages for mappings of arrays does not have a big impact on performance.

**Hardware support for copying data**

![Diagram](Figure 4.6: DMA hardware)

If hardware support for memory to memory copy operations is available on a machine, we use it for functions `copy_from_array`, `init_from_value` and `copy_from`. We visualize this in Figure 4.6.

In the future, we plan to distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous copy operations. In the synchronous case, CPUs have to wait for completion and it makes sense for them to participate in copying data. We evaluate the opportunity for hybrid copy operations in Section 4.6.3.

Otherwise, if data can be copied asynchronously, it is possible to offload the memory copy operation completely to hardware.

**Scheduling**

For replication and partitioning, Shoal has to map threads to replicas. To prevent threads from migrating to other cores while running a parallel section, we pin threads on Linux by setting their core affinities. Barrellfish has more explicit control over thread placement, which allows us to directly create threads on the the core of choice.

Given a concrete data distribution, data can be partitioned and scheduling can be optimized to execute work units close to where data is accessed. Currently, Shoal is not fully integrated with the OpenMP runtime and we use a static OpenMP schedule for partitioning to ensure that work units
are executed close to the partitions they are working on. This works well for balanced workloads, but can lead to significant slowdown compared to dynamic work distribution approaches if the cost of executing work units is non-uniform.

In the future, we plan to design and integrate our own OpenMP runtime to provide us fine-grained control of scheduling without losing performance for unbalanced workloads. An alternative approach would schedule work units on partitions using OpenMP 4.0’s team-statement.

**OS-specific backends**

Shoal supports two operating systems: Linux and Barrelfish [Bar15]. To improve portability, we separate high-level array implementations from low-level, OS-dependent functions which mediate access to the memory allocation facilities or DMA devices.

**Evaluation**

We now show that programs scale and perform significantly better with Shoal than with a naïve memory allocation. We also show a comparison of our array implementations and analyze Shoal’s initialization cost, and finally investigate the benefits of using a DMA engine for array copy.

Throughout this thesis, we use various different machines for evaluation. For reference, we keep a details about this machines in Section A. We use two workloads: Green-Marl and PARSEC Streamcluster:

**Green-Marl**

We first evaluate our work in Green-Marl, a domain specific language for graph analytic workloads [HCSO12]. The Green-Marl suite already provides a variety of graph algorithms. From these, we have selected three graph algorithms to demonstrate the performance characteristics of Shoal:

- **PageRank** [PBMW99] iteratively calculates the importance of each node in the graph as a sum of the rank of all incoming neighbors divided by the number of outgoing edges they have.

- **hop-distance** calculates the distance of every node from the root using Bellman-Ford.

- **triangle-counting** counts the number of triangles in the input graph. This is implemented as a triple loop: for all nodes in the graph, it looks at all combinations of nodes reachable from it and checks if there is an edge connecting them.

For our evaluation we use two graphs:
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- **Twitter graph** [KLPM10] having 41M nodes and 1468M edges. The total working set size is 2.459 GB with Green-Marl configured to 64 bit node and edge types. This is excluding some additional space for arrays that Green-Marl internally allocates, but never uses. The Twitter graph is available for download from [http://an.kaist.ac.kr/traces/WWW2010.html](http://an.kaist.ac.kr/traces/WWW2010.html).

- **LiveJournal graph** [BHKL06] having 4M nodes and 69M edges with a total working set of 392 MB in Green-Marl. We generally use the larger Twitter graph for evaluation, but where not able to run triangle-counting on it for our machines. Hence we were falling back on the smaller LiveJournal graph in that case. LiveJournal is available for download from [http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-LiveJournal1.html](http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-LiveJournal1.html).

**Streamcluster**

PARSEC’s Streamcluster [BKSL08] solves the online clustering problem. Input data is given as an array of multi-dimensional points. We manually modified it to use Shoal for memory allocation and accesses.

In contrast to Green-Marl, Streamcluster is implemented in C and hence there is no automatic method of extracting access patterns. We modified Streamcluster to use Shoal’s array abstraction to demonstrate that using Shoal directly by programmers can improve scalability with little efforts for manual annotation.

To make Streamcluster work with Shoal, we had to (i) abstract access to arrays using Shoal’s get and set methods, (ii) initialize each thread using `shl_thread_init()` and change the array allocation to use `shl_malloc_array()` instead of `malloc()`. Since Streamcluster is a streaming application, arrays for input coordinates are reused for each chunk of new streaming data, but are otherwise read-only. We use (iii) `shl_repl_sync()` to synchronize the master copy of the array to it’s replicas once after a new chunk has been read.

**Scalability**

In parallel workloads, scalability is one of the key concerns. In this section we show the benefits of using Shoal compared to unmodified versions of the workloads and that allocating memory based on access patterns, if available, is favorable compared online methods.

**Green-Marl**

We evaluated the scalability of three Green-Marl workloads. On each of them, we compare Shoal (on Linux and Barrellfish) with the original Green-Marl implementation and Carrefour. Figures 4.7 and 4.8
show the scalability of Shoal (in the best configuration each) on AIL 4x4x2 and I SB 4x8x2 respectively.

Shoal clearly outperforms the original implementation by up to 2x. It also performs better than Carrefour’s online approach. The latter is a consequence of Shoal knowing the access patterns of each array, while Carrefour has to guess programmer’s intentions in retrospect based on a narrow set of statistical data recorded online. Furthermore, our results reveal that a statistical analysis can harm the performance in some cases. In hop-distance, for example, Carrefour seems to fail to detect access patterns correctly.

Note that all configurations including Green-Marl’s default OpenMP implementation achieve good scalability for PageRank and hop-distance. Shoal further improves performance by up to around 2x.

We also executed the same measurements on Shoal’s Barrelfish implementation to show Shoal’s portability. Our intention is not to claim that either operating system is faster than the other. Instead, we show that our platform-independent abstraction backed by highly tuned platform-specific backends allows Shoal-programs to be executed efficiently on various operating systems without programmers having to change their implementations. Barrelfish, for example, does not implement a first-touch memory allocation strategy. Consequently, despite being efficient on Linux, Green-Marl’s low-level optimizations to force allocations to be distributed would not have any effect on Barrelfish.

Note that neither of the results presented in this section includes the graph loading time nor Shoal’s initialization. How to load the graph e.g. from disk is a complicated matter all by itself and there has been research in that area to focus on just that [TKKN16]. We investigate the latter in detail in Section 4.6.2. Furthermore, on Barrelfish, only static OpenMP schedules are supported due to implementation limitations. This negatively impacts the performance for triangle-counting. However, Shoal still performs better than the original implementation, which uses dynamic OpenMP schedules.

PARSEC – Streamcluster

We now compare the original Streamcluster implementation with Carrefour and Shoal. Our results in Figure 4.9 confirm the bad scalability of Streamcluster due to the use of \texttt{memset()} after allocating arrays [DFF+13, GLD+14]. This causes all memory to be allocated on a single NUMA node, which leads to congestion of the interconnect and an imbalanced used of memory controllers. Due to its smart memory allocation, Shoal achieves an 4x improvement over the original implementation. For that, we replicate the array containing input coordinates and use huge pages to back the memory.

Shoal’s approach to smart memory allocation outperforms Carrefour’s online method. We want to emphasize here, that we focus on optimizing the most frequently used array. Further optimizations might be possible when tuning more of Streamcluster’s internal data structures.
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Figure 4.7: Scalability on A IL 4x4x2. Workload: Twitter (LiveJournal for triangle-counting). For Shoal, we chose the best configuration each. We omit results for 64 threads: using SMT threads has similar performance to using only the 32 physical cores.

Comparison of array implementations

We now conduct a detailed analysis of Shoal’s different array implementations using all physical cores of our machine. In this section we show, that Shoal achieves better performance than the original Green-Marl implementation regardless of which array configuration we use.

Figure 4.10 shows our results normalized to the original Green-Marl implementation and Figure 4.11 shows the breakdown into initialization and computation times. The measurements were executed on the A IL 4x4x2 using all 32 physical cores. Following, we give explanations for each configuration and relate them to our performance counter observations (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.8: Scalability on I SB 4x8x2. Workload: Twitter (LiveJournal for triangle-counting). For Shoal, we chose the best configuration each. We omit results for 64 threads: using SMT threads has similar performance to using only the 32 physical cores.

Distribution

The original Green-Marl implementation already initializes memory for storing the graphs with an OpenMP loop to distribute memory in the machine. However, this is not done for dynamically allocated arrays (e.g. rank\_next in PageRank). With Shoal, all arrays are ensured to be distributed among the nodes, resulting in a more even distribution of memory and a better performance across all workloads.

As in Green-Marl, Shoal’s Linux implementation for initialization of distributed arrays relies on an OpenMP loop to allocate memory evenly across all NUMA nodes. It is hence executed in parallel, which results in small initialization cost compared to other array types. We show this in Figure 4.11.

Our claims are supported by measurements capturing each memory controller’s read- and write throughput: compared to the original implementation shown in Figure 4.12 (i) where all reads and writes are executed on
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![Figure 4.9: Scalability of PARSEC streamcluster on A IL 4x4x2.](image)

socket 0, enabling distribution in Figure 4.12 (ii) results in an evenly distributed load across all memory controllers. However, in both cases, the memory controllers are not saturated. Memory throughput suffers from the lower bandwidth of the interconnect links, i.e. 9.6GB/s for QPI. With random distribution of memory, only $1/n$ of all memory accesses are expected to be local for $n$ memory controllers.

**Distribution + replication (■)**

In contrast to distribution, we apply replication only to read-only data. In our workloads, the graph itself is not altered by the program and hence replicated among the nodes. This results in a increased fraction of locally served memory accesses and consequently reduces interconnect traffic. Furthermore, memory accesses are evenly distributed among all memory controllers as shown in Figure 4.12 (iv). Note that enabling replication without distribution allocates non-read-only arrays as single-node arrays resulting in an unbalanced memory access for that part of the working set, see Figure 4.12 (iii). Initialization cost for replicated arrays are higher than distributed arrays because more memory needs to be allocated. Furthermore, we enforce NUMA-aware allocation by touching each replica on its designated node, which induces a high cost for thread migration. Finally, copying the content of the master array to the other replicas causes some additional copy-overhead when initializing replicated arrays (Figure 4.11).
Partitioning (and)

Since it stores multiple copies of the same data, replication increases the memory footprint of the application. Partitioning aims to avoid this while still preserving locality of replication. For that, the working set is partitioned such that data is stored close to the threads accessing it.

Our current implementation requires a static OpenMP schedule for partitioning to ensure scheduling of work units close to the right partitions. However, static schedules potentially lead to an imbalance of work among the execution units as workloads may be skewed (e.g., in triangle-counting).

Even though the same amount of memory has to be allocated as with distributed arrays, its initialization is more complex: using Linux’ first touch policy, Shoal ensures that memory is touched on the correct node by migrating a thread to where memory should be allocated and touching each page from there. This results in similar initialization time as with replication, without the additional time to copy data multiple times.
Figure 4.11: Shoal initialization and runtime on A IL 4x4x2 for various array configurations using PageRank with Twitter workload

Large Pages (and)

Modern CPUs support various page sizes and have a distinct TLB for each page size. A miss in the TLB enforces the CPU to do a full page table walk, which drastically increases memory access time. Shoal supports large pages for its arrays. Enabling large pages for PageRank and triangle-counting results in a slightly better performance, while hop-distance runtime increases slightly. This often happens for two reasons: Firstly, it reduces the granularity at which distribution and partitioning can be applied, and secondly, it causes memory to be aligned to a multiple of the same address potentially increasing cache and TLB misses. Gaud et al. [GLD+14] concluded similar findings in their experiments with large pages.

Enabling large pages reduces the total number of pages used and, as each page has to be touched only once, the number of required first touches in the allocation process. This results in a decrease of the allocation time (Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.12: Memory throughput for sockets 0 and 1 on I SB 4x8x2. In the first 35 seconds, the graph is loaded from disk. For replication, we show the replica initialization cost. Note: Sockets 2 and 3 are comparable to socket 1 and left out for readability.

Conclusion

We conclude that despite the additional overhead of allocation and initialization, the total runtime with Shoal is still reduced. However, we want to emphasize here, that we do not consider initialization time as a main target of optimization as typically time spent for computation dominates the program execution. For example, in the case of Green-Marl, the cost of loading the graph is considerably higher than Shoal’s initialization, which only has to be executed once at program start and could hence be executed in parallel with loading the graph.

Nevertheless, allocation could be improved by (i) maintaining a cache of pre-allocated pages on each node, or (ii) applying a smarter page mapping strategy (e.g. mbind).

Use of DMA engines

This work was executed in collaboration with Reto Achermann.
Modern CPUs have integrated DMA engines, which provide a rich set of memory operations. For instance, recent Intel server CPUs provide integrated CrystalBeach 3 DMA engines [Int14]. We evaluate the use of DMA engines for initialization and copy operations on IB 2x10x2 (our AIL 4x4x2 and IB 4x8x2 do not have DMA engines). We run these experiments on Barreelfish, since user-level support for DMA engines is already integrated and requires no additional setup.

We now compare the raw copy performance of DMA controllers to CPU memcpy(). Asynchronous memory operations offered by DMA controllers can free the CPU from the burden of copying data and provide cycles to do actual work. Shoal’s high-level interface (Section 4.4.1) allows the runtime to automatically enable the use of memory copy hardware if available for operations copy_from_array, copy_from and init_from_value. Additionally, Shoal offers an interface to start an asynchronous memory copy and to check for completion of the operation.

In our PageRank workload, the ranks are copied between two arrays in every iteration. With our high-level array abstraction, we can use DMA engines to improve the copy time. However, our measurements show, that depending on the array configuration only 1-5% of the entire runtime is spent copying and hence optimizing that part does not have a notable effect on PageRank’s overall runtime. hop-distance behaves similarly. Our approach is still meaningful for workloads allowing asynchronously copy of data, which would be a more obvious candidate for optimizations based on DMA engines, since CPUs could execute other work in the meantime rather than simply waiting for the DMA engine’s completion.

We now benchmark filling an array with constant data, which is a frequent operation in parallel programs. Note that the same approach is suitable for copying data between arrays as well. If memory can be copied asynchronously, while CPUs execute other work, the use of DMA engines is clearly beneficial. Beyond that, we now look into minimizing the time for synchronous memory copy. In that case, program semantics require the copy operation to finish before further work can be executed.

For best in the synchronous case, we copy a certain ratio of the array using DMA engines asynchronously while using parallel OpenMP loops to copy the remaining elements and synchronize at the end. Figure 2.4 shows this for a varying ratio of how much of the array is copied using DMA engines vs. parallel OpenMP loops affects performance. For the parallel copy, we show the result for using all the physical threads and 40 SMT-threads respectively. As expected with the use of SMT threads, memory access latency is hidden and the use of a DMA engine improves performance only slightly (about 10%). This is presumably because these 40 hyper-threads are sufficient to saturate all memory controllers on that machine. With SMT disabled, the memory latency cannot be hidden as only have as many software execution contexts are available for executing copy operations. In that case, our results show clearly, that using DMA engines and CPU copy simultaneously reduces the
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![Diagram](DMA+parallelmemcpy.png)

Figure 4.13: Initialization cost for copying data into Shoal arrays using the Twitter working set with replication on Barrelfish

Figure 4.13 shows the copy time for copying arrays by 2x.

**Writeable replication**

Efficiently maintaining consistency of replicated data is difficult; updates must be propagated to all replicas. This can be achieved by issuing writes to all replicas or by applying techniques such as double-buffering and asynchronous copies. Both relax consistency guarantees, but are often strong enough for use with OpenMP loops, where concurrent writes and reads in the same loop iteration would cause non-determinism.

In this section, we show that replicating non-read-only data does not deliver much benefit on current NUMA machines for already otherwise optimized workloads: the additional cost of maintaining meta-information such as write-sets and propagating updates to all replicas outweighs the potential performance gain of replication.

Here, we are looking at hop-distance (Listing 4), having two non-read-only arrays that cannot trivially be replicated since updates have to be consistently applied to replicas. These are `dist_nxt` for remembering the current minimum hop distance from the root and `updated_nxt` to track if each vertex’s distance changed in the current iteration of the algorithm. We vary the implementation of these two arrays and apply optimizations to all other arrays as before.
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As possible implementations for dist_nxt and updated_nxt, we compare writeable replication with single-node allocation and distribution (Table 4.1). Replication not necessarily achieves better performance compared to distributed arrays as the load on the interconnect in the latter case is already relatively low. This is even true if the cost of maintaining consistency is excluded (“wr-rep w/o copy op”). As expected, the cost of maintaining consistency grows with the number of replicas as the time required to propagate updates increases linearly with the number of replicas. For example, if four replicas (“wr-rep, 4 reps”) are used instead of two replicas, the runtime of the program significantly increases independently on the NUMA node chosen for replication: the runtime when using nodes 0 and 1 for the replicas is similar to using nodes 0 and 4, for example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dist configuration</th>
<th>runtime [ms]</th>
<th>stderr</th>
<th>notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single-node</td>
<td>214.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distributed</td>
<td>203.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-rep w/o copy op</td>
<td>202.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-rep, 2 reps</td>
<td>248.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>nodes: 0,n-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-rep, 2 reps</td>
<td>249.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>nodes: 0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-rep, 2 reps</td>
<td>254.6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>nodes: 0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-rep, 4 reps</td>
<td>333.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>nodes: 0,n-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Writeable replicas on A IL 4x4x2. Workload: hop-distance with distribution, replication and huge page configuration

We believe that writeable replication will be useful (and needed) in heterogeneous systems, where memory non-uniformity is more drastic (e.g. more NUMA nodes, slower links). In that case, replication of data in local memory is crucial for performance even in the presence of updates. Writeable replication could also have an application for more complex workloads (e.g. a smaller fraction of read-only data), where the simple mechanisms we presented in this paper cannot be applied. Furthermore, if data was to replicated for fault-tolerance rather than performance, a mechanism for updates would be needed. However, in the context of this thesis, we found replication of read-only data sufficient to achieve good performance and could not further benefit from replicating non-read-only data compared to otherwise optimized workloads.

Hardware support for replication

This work was executed in collaboration with Reto Achermann.

Given support from the operating system (such as with self-paging [Han99], as supported by Barrelfish), memory mapping hardware can be leverage to provide distribution and replication of memory regions in hardware without modifying the program’s source code. We describe our approach for that in Section 4.4.1.
We compare the performance of hardware replication with the software-based approach as used in the rest of this Chapter. In contrast to the software-based approach, that relies on the Green-Marl compiler and is implemented by obtaining the correct pointer to the local replica inside OpenMP’s parallel constructs, the hardware-based implements replication solely by modifications to the hardware’s page tables. No modifications of software are needed, as the choice of replica is realized by changing a thread’s page table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configuration</th>
<th>runtime [s]</th>
<th>stderr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No replication</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software replication</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware replication</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Effects of replication in PageRank executing the Twitter workload on IBM 2x10x2.

Our results in Table 4.2 clearly confirm the benefits of replication: the runtime decreases about 25%. We expect the differences to be emphasized on larger machines with a more complex NUMA topology.

Shoal’s hardware assisted replication performs slightly, but statistically significant, better than software based replication. However, using hardware replication, programmers can benefit from replication without changing their programs.

Mixed page sizes

We now investigate the interaction of page size and NUMA allocation. Previous work [GLD+14] has shown that while large pages can be beneficial, they can also hurt performance. The choice of page size becomes more complicated when there are more than two options to choose from (e.g., 4 kB, 2 MB, 1 GB for x86_64). Furthermore, modern multicore machines have a distinct TLB for each page size, which suggests that using various page sizes increases overall TLB coverage.

Use of large or huge pages has interesting interactions with the NUMA techniques described above, because it changes the granularity at which these techniques can be applied to data structures that are contiguous in virtual memory. The granularity of NUMA distribution, for example, is the page size. Hence, the smaller the page size the more slack the run-time has to distribute data across NUMA nodes. Bigger page sizes also make memory allocation more restrictive. The starting address when allocating memory must be a multiple of the page size. Bigger page sizes can increase fragmentation and increases the chance of conflicts in caches and TLB.

If supported by the operating system, Shoal allows arbitrary combinations of page sizes for different arrays. Furthermore, no complex setup of page
allocations and kernel configurations are required.

We now show the effects of the page size on application performance using Green-Marl’s PageRank AIL 4x4x2 and note that AMD’s SMT threads (CMT) are disabled in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>page size</th>
<th>array configuration</th>
<th>T=1</th>
<th>T=32 (dist)</th>
<th>T=32 (repl + dist)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 kB</td>
<td></td>
<td>597.91</td>
<td>51.32</td>
<td>34.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MB</td>
<td></td>
<td>414.80</td>
<td>58.09</td>
<td>28.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td></td>
<td>395.64</td>
<td>265.94</td>
<td>128.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: PageRank runtime [seconds] depending on page size and PageRank configuration (repl = replication, dist = distribution, T is the number of threads). Highlighted are best numbers for each array configuration. Standard error is very small.

Table 4.3 shows our evaluation of PageRank for two configurations: First, we execute it single-threaded (T=1). In this case replication does not make sense as all memory accesses will be local, and distribution is unnecessary as a single thread cannot saturate a memory controller even if the entire working set is stored on it – indeed, an increase in remote memory access and interconnect traffic would reduce performance. In this case, for a single application running in isolation, the use of bigger pages always improves performance.

Next, we run PageRank on all cores and explore the impact of replication and distribution on the choice of page sizes. Our measurements show that 1 GB pages clearly harm performance, as distribution is impossible or too coarse grained. With approximately 90% of the working set replicated we counteract this effect. However, the remaining 10% still cannot be distributed efficiently, which leads to worse performance when huge pages are used.

From our results, it is clear that choosing the page size is highly dynamic and depends on workload and application characteristics. It is impractical to statically configure a system with pools (as in Linux) in a way that all programs can request their pages as desired, as the requirements are not known beforehand. Also, memory allocated to pools is not available for allocations with different page sizes.

In contrast, Shoal’s simpler interface allows arbitrary use of page sizes and replication by the application without requiring a priori configuration of the OS.

**Conclusion and future work**

In this chapter, we presented Shoal, a library that provides an array abstraction and rich memory allocation functions that allow automatic tuning of
data placement and access depending on workload and machine characteristics. Tuning is based on memory access patterns. These are either (i) given by manual annotation, or, ideally, (ii) by modifying compilers of high-level languages to extract that information automatically. We have shown that we can use this additional information to automatically choose array implementations that increase performance on today’s NUMA systems. We report an up 2x improvement for Green-Marl, a high-level graph analytics workload, without changing the Green-Marl input program. We found our memory abstraction as well as the simple policy for selecting the array implementation sufficient for current workloads and machines, but believe that future machines can benefit from a more fine-grained selection of array implementations.

Limitations

**Access distribution of the workload** Memory access depend fundamentally on the workload. This is important for example if used with partitioning: it is hard to partition the workload such that memory controllers are accessed equally. Graph workloads representing social graphs, for example, often follow a power-law distribution: there are few very well connected nodes than most others in the graph. Consequently, the computation for many algorithms is unbalanced, e.g. computing the rank for a highly connected node takes longer. Consequently, more memory accesses are executed from a thread executing that iteration of the parallel loop.

Shoal currently requires a static schedule with a partitioned data set to guarantee that work is executed close to data. A better approach would be to integrate Shoal tightly with the the scheduler, such that it supports work stealing. In that case, dynamic analysis of partitioned arrays would be required to migrate data closer to its workers.

For example, our memory distribution scheme splits up memory equally by size, not by the number of access patterns as workload characteristics are not yet known when loading the graph. A better approach [GLF+15] would be to distribute memory according to the number of memory accesses, i.e. allocate smaller pieces of frequently accessed memory as opposed to larger ones for rarely accessed ones.

**Static selection** Shoal decides statically how to allocate memory. This is suboptimal in the presence of other load in the system. For example, if one of the memory controllers already suffers from a large number of memory accesses from other applications, an optimal memory allocator should allocate less memory on that NUMA node.

This would either require a global resource management, where each application allocates memory using Shoal, or an online approach, where the performance is measured online and migration and replication of pages executed dynamically based on results from analyzing these statistic results.
Note that both approaches can be combined: static analysis of the program code gives a good initial placement, while online analysis refines the allocation based on that.

**Replication with updates** Applying updates to replicated data can be tricky. Coordinate between replicas is required if a consistent view of updates is requested from applications. Our current findings suggest that software-replication does not pay off on multicores for an already otherwise tuned workload.

There is a trade-off between performance of updates and the consistency level needed by applications: updates become cheaper when consistency guarantees are relaxed. We expect that replication of non-read-only data will become more attractive for some applications if the runtime would be able to take into account the consistency requirement of applications.

Furthermore, the benefits of replication increase with a bigger discrepancy between local and remote accesses.
Synchronization

Introduction

It is well known that the frequency of processor cores has reached the physical limitations in terms of heat dissipation, which sets and end to Dennard Scaling. While Moore’s law [Moo06] still holds, it now translates into a growing number of cores instead of higher core frequencies [Gee05] leading to an increase of on-chip parallelism.

To leverage hardware-given parallelism, software needs to be parallelized as well [BC11]. To derive a meaningful global view of a program’s state from concurrently executing contexts, program threads then need to be synchronized. Examples of synchronization primitives are barriers and agreement protocols to ensure consistency of distributed state. Due to their importance for many parallel programs, the efficiency of these protocols is often crucial for the overall performance of an application.

In this chapter, we address the problem of efficiently communicating between the cores on a modern multicore machine. We show how near-optimal tree topologies for point-to-point messaging can be derived automatically from online measurements and other hardware information encapsulated in our machine model (Chapter 2).

The problem is hard because modern machines have complex interconnect networks. If tuned carefully, significant latency improvements for group operations can result from carefully choosing a group-communication topology and scheduling of messages. Unlike classical distributed systems, the extremely low message propagation time within a machine means that small changes to messaging patterns and ordering have large effects on coordination latency. Moreover, as we show in Section 5.5.1, different multicore show radically different optimal topologies, and no single tree topology is good for all machines.

In response, we build efficient machine-aware group communication prim-
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itives on top of individual peer-to-peer communication channels automatically from information encoded in our machine model. We implement this in Smelt, a software library which builds efficient multicast trees at runtime. Based on that, we show how Smelt serves as a fundamental building block for higher-level operations such as atomic broadcast and consensus.

Smelt provides significant performance gains. Despite other modern barrier operations being highly tuned monolithic implementations, Smelt barriers can be constructed easily on top of Smelt’s machine-aware multicast tree without further hardware-specific tuning. Even so, they provide as much as $3 \times$ better performance than a state-of-the-art shared-memory dissemination barrier, and is up to $4 \times$ faster than an MCS-based barrier.

In this chapter, we first motivate our work and give some background information in Section 5.2 followed by an overview of Smelt’s design and implementation in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4.

Motivation and background

We first observe that many parallel programs are increasingly built on message-passing rather than shared-memory synchronization, even within a single cache-coherent machine (Section 5.2.1). Applications normally require group communication semantics, which have to be built on top of individual peer-to-peer connection links between cores. How communication is arranged, i.e. which core sends a message to which other core, is described in the network topology. In addition to the topology, the order in which messages should be sent has to be chosen for each core’s outgoing links.

We show that the efficiency of high level applications depends on correctly laying out and scheduling communication on the machine, and that this task is hard because each system has complex message-passing characteristics. Even worse, a good choice is different since machines show very different performance characteristics.

This provides the motivation for a library to automatically create efficient communication operations on a single machine.

The move to message passing

Modern high-end servers are large NUMA multiprocessors with complex memory systems. They are employing cache-coherence protocols to provide a consistent view of memory to all cores. Accessing shared data structures (e.g. in shared-memory barriers or locks) thus entails a sequence of interconnect messages to ensure all caches see all updates and that they do so in the same order [DGT13]. This makes write-sharing expensive: cache lines must be moved over the interconnect incurring latencies of 100s to 1000s of cycles. Atomic instructions like compare-and-swap introduce further overhead since
they require global hardware-based mutual exclusion on some resource (such as a memory controller).

This has led to software carefully laying out data in memory and minimizing sharing using techniques like replication of state, in areas as diverse as high-performance computing [RH15], databases [SSGA11], and operating systems [BPS+09]. Systems like multikernels eschew shared-memory almost entirely, updating state through communication based on message-passing.

Another example is Google’s Go language, which favors a message-passing-based programming model over using shared state. This allows simpler programs as concurrently executing threads do not have to be synchronized as with traditional shared-memory programs requiring mutual exclusion, locks and barriers. Furthermore, lightweight threads operating exclusively on thread-local state are easier to parallelize. No synchronization primitives are needed beyond messages explicitly send on channels.

Furthermore, while contemporary machines are mostly coherent, future hardware might not provide global shared non-coherent memory [FKMM15]. Here, efficient message-passing is not merely a performance optimization – it is required functionality. The same is true today for programs that span clusters of machines. A single paradigm facilitates a range of deployments. In addition, future multicore machines will likely expose hardware failures to programmers [FKMM15]. If software should be able to continue executing in the presence of failures, application state has to be partitioned and replicated rather than shared. Updates to non-shared state are naturally implemented with a message-passing paradigm.

Ironically, most NUMA message-passing mechanisms today use cache-coherence. With few exceptions [BEA+08], multicore machines provide no message-passing hardware. Explicit point-to-point message channels are implemented above shared-memory such that a cache-line can be transferred between caches with a minimum number of interconnect transactions. Examples are URPC [BALL91], UMP [BBD+09] and FastForward [GMV08]; in these cases, only two threads (sender and receiver) access shared cache lines.

**Communication in multicores**

While cache-coherence protocols aim to increase multicore programmability by hiding complex interactions when multiple threads access shared-memory, this complexity of the memory hierarchy and coherence protocol makes it hard to reason about the performance of communication patterns, or how to design near-optimal ones.

The protocols and caches also vary widely between machines. Many enhancements to the basic MESI protocol exist to enhance performance with high core counts [HMN09, MHS14], and interconnects like QPI or HyperTransport have different optimizations (e.g., directory caching) to reduce remote cache access latency.

Worse, thread interaction causes performance variabilities that prevent
accurate estimation of communication latency. For example, when one thread
polls and another writes the same line, the order in which they access the
line impacts observed latency.

Prior work characterized [MHSN15] and modeled [RH15] coherence-based
communication, optimizing for group operations. However, these models re-
quire fine-grained benchmarking of the specific architectures, for example in-
cluding specifics of the cache-coherence protocol. They are also more generic
in terms of target applications: Molka et al. [MHSN15] benchmark com-
munication costs also for bigger payloads, which is unnecessary for purely
message-passing based synchronization. As a results, the are providing more
accurate models but are less portable algorithms and harder to apply without
already having a good understanding of the hardware’s characteristics.

Smelt is a much more general approach: we abstract coherence details
and base our machine model on benchmark measurements, simplifying tree
construction while still adapting to the underlying hardware. We show that
sufficient hardware details for message-passing-based group communication
can be obtained from a few simple micro-benchmarks which are easy and
fast to execute on new machines without needing to understand intricate
low-level hardware details.

Challenges for group communication

In practice, message-passing is a building block for higher-level distributed
operations like atomic broadcasts, reductions, barriers or agreement. Group
communication operations are either applied to all cores or any arbitrary
subset of them depending on the application’s requirements.

When messages have to to be sent to many core, they must be sent on
multiple point-to-point connections. The problem described above is there-
fore critical, particularly in complex memory hierarchies. A large coherent
machine like an HP Integrity Superdome 2 Server has hundreds of hardware
contexts on up to 32 sockets, with three levels of caching, many local memory
controllers, and a complex interconnection topology.

For executing a broadcast to all cores, Baumann et al. [BBD+09] show
how a careful tree-based approach to the broadcasting problem outperforms
and outscales both sequential sends as well as using shared memory between
all recipients. What matters for the performance of a tree is:

- the topology of the tree indicating the which node sends a message to
  which other node, and

- the order in which messages are send to each node’s children.

As shown before in Section 2.5, unlike classical distributed systems, mes-
sage propagation time in a single machine is negligible compared to the (soft-
ware) send- and receive time as perceived by the sender and receiver. The
store operation underlying each send operation initially takes around 100 cycles on most machines as writes can be buffered by the cache’s write buffer allowing the hardware to execute them in parallel. However, buffers are relatively small with only a couple of slots on current machines, so that send operations on individual point-to-point channels quickly exceed that limit. Once all of these slots fill up, write become more expensive as they are blocking until space in the write buffer becomes available again. The cost then is 500 to 1000 cycles.

Loads on the receiver wait until the cache line transfer is done, which is between 300 and 1000 cycles depending on the machine. For broadcasts, each core receives the message only once and succeeding operations depend on the content of the message to be received forcing the processor to stall until data becomes available from remote caches. Since sequential software execution time therefore dominates, it is beneficial to involve other cores quickly in the broadcast and exploit the inherent parallelism available. Figure 5.1 visualizes this for an 8-socket machine.

Figure 5.1: Multicore with message-passing tree topology

The cost of sending and receiving messages between cores is a subtle machine characteristic typically not known to programmers, and depends both on the separation of cores in the machine hierarchy and on more complex subtleties of the cache-coherence protocol. Very little of this information is provided by hardware itself (e.g. in the form of registers with hardware features) and vendor specifications are often incomplete or vague. Worse, hardware diversity is increasing as much as complexity.

Despite this, prior work has built machine-optimized broadcast trees (e.g. Fibonacci trees [BCH92]), and MPI libraries provide shared-memory optimizations for group or collective operations which try to account for NUMA hierarchies [LHS13] using shared-memory communication channels [GS08].
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Our results in Section 5.5 show that these trees are sometimes good, but there is no clear winner across all our machines we used for evaluation. Hence, if the goal is to achieve good performance across a wide set of machines, it is non-trivial which topology to choose for a concrete machine. Instead, a careful evaluation of all of these topology is required on each machine to find the best fit for it.

Common tree topologies

As discussed in Section 2.5, send an receive costs dominate message transmission time. As a consequence, the cost of a broadcast would increase linearly with the number of recipients if messages were to be sent from a single sender. Instead, a tree topology can be used. In that case, other cores can be involved in the broadcast. This helps to parallelize the sends leading to a logarithmic increase of broadcast cost with the number of recipients.

We now introduce the tree topologies we evaluate in this paper and visualize them for A BC 8x4x1 (cf. Section A). The first three are hardware-oblivious, constructed without accounting for underlying topology. As we will show later in our evaluation (Section 5.5.1), the choice of the tree topology matters for performance. Unfortunately, there is no clear winner across all machines: while one topology might work well on some machines, it might not be a good match for others.

Note that many of the tree topologies presented here could be improved with some of the strategies we are showing later. This would effectively mean to partly apply our ideas to a static tree topology to make them more machine aware, but would waste the full potential of the machine-aware optimizations we present by enforcing a given tree topology. Note also that the choice of tree only defines the topology on which to send messages, but not the order in which to send in each node.

The choice of the tree topology is orthogonal to the choice of the schedule expressing in which order to send message in each node. In order for them to be competitive, we use our pairwise send and receive costs to provide a competitive schedule also for these common tree topologies.

Binary tree

Among the most simple tree topologies are binary trees (Figure 5.2). Here, each node \( n \) connects to nodes \( 2n+1 \) and \( 2n+2 \), which then also get involved in the broadcast so that messages are sent in parallel. Consequently, binary trees are a simple solution to spread out send operations.

However, such trees often introduce redundant cross-NUMA links, causing unnecessary redundant high-latency links that negatively affect overall latency. Performance is suboptimal since the low fanout (two) means that nodes become idle even when they could further participate in the protocol.
Furthermore, binary trees are balanced trees. Both children of a node have a sub-tree of the same size (except for leaf nodes). This wastes opportunities for parallelism, as sub-trees that receive messages first will be idle while others that have been receiving messages later are still sending messages.

Figure 5.2: Example of a binary tree topology for A BC 8x4x1

**Fibonacci tree**

Fibonacci Trees [Knu98] (Figure 5.3) are widely used unbalanced trees: left-hand subtrees are larger than right-hand ones. In contrast to binary trees, this imbalance causes more work to be executed in sub-trees that receive messages earlier. However, like binary trees they have low fanout and can exhibit redundant cross-NUMA transfers.

Figure 5.3: Example of a Fibonacci tree topology for A BC 8x4x1

**Sequential tree**

Sequential sends (Figure 5.4) are also widely used: a root sends a message to each other node sequentially (star-topology). There is no parallelism since one node does all the work. Given the high cost of the send operation, this typically scales poorly for broadcasts on multicore machines.
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Figure 5.4: Example of sequentially sending messages from one core on A BC 8x4x1

**Minimum spanning tree (MST)**

In contrast to previous tree topology, the Minimum Spanning Tree (Figure 5.5) considers the link cost when building the tree. It does not enforce a fixed topology. The resulting tree could be anything including a single path or a star-topology with a single sender, which both are executing the send operations purely sequentially.

Our Minimum Spanning Trees use Prim’s algorithm [Pri57] by adding edges in ascending order of cost until the graph is connected. This minimizes expensive cross-NUMA transfers, but does not optimize fanout and hence send parallelism.

![Minimum Spanning Tree](image)

Figure 5.5: Example of a MST tree topology for A BC 8x4x1

**Cluster**

Cluster (Figure 5.6) trees are built hierarchically, as in HMPI [LHS13]. A binary tree is built between NUMA nodes, and messages are sent sequentially within a node.
5.2. Motivation and background

Bad trees

As a worst-case tree example, we built a topology we call “bad tree” (Figure 5.7) by running an MST algorithm on the inverse edge costs, which maximizes redundant cross-NUMA links. We will use this later to show that the topology matters, and choosing a sub-optimal tree can be as bad as sequentially sending messages on some machines.

![Figure 5.6: Example of a Cluster tree topology for A BC 8x4x1](image)

![Figure 5.7: Example of our “bad” tree topology for A BC 8x4x1](image)

In some cases, a bad tree constructed like this can still achieve better performance than sequentially sending messages, despite the high send-cost on each link, simply because of parallelizing send operations.

The Smelt approach

Our library, Smelt, simplifies programming multicore machines by providing a machine-aware atomic broadcast tree, that smartly adopts to the concrete machine it is running on. The tree topology for it is generated automatically from a machine model, which unifies information given by hardware itself with a set of fine-grained micro-benchmarks to overcome insufficient information about pairwise communication cost between cores.

We show good performance on all machines we are considering for our evaluation compared to other approaches with a fixed tree topology.

We also see Smelt as a building block for implementing higher-level protocols on top of it. We show how to build an efficient barrier in only two lines of code that performs comparably or better than state-of-the-art shared-memory barriers. Furthermore, we evaluate an agreement protocol, which can be used to provides consistent updates on replicated data. We build a key-value store on top of that, which provides good performance from repli-
cated data. Furthermore, our key-value store is fault-tolerant to crash-stop failures of replicas.

Design

Smelt combines various tools to a smart runtime system: (i) a machine model with micro-benchmarks to capture hardware characteristics, (ii) a Tree Generator for building optimized broadcast trees and (iii) a runtime library providing necessary abstractions and higher-level building blocks to the programmer. An overview of Smelt’s runtime system is visualized in Figure 5.8.

In Chapter 2, we describe our machine model consisting of static information encoding the memory hierarchy of the machine as well as its cache configuration. We enrich this information with fine-grained micro-benchmarks that accurately capture the cost for sending and receiving messages for each pair of cores.

Figure 5.8: Overview of Smelt’s design

In this chapter, we describe how our Tree Generator automatically creates a machine-aware group-communication topology from that model. We use tree-based structures for group communication. As two fundamental building blocks, Smelt offers two highly tuned machine-aware communication primitives: broadcasts and reductions. These can then be used to build higher-level algorithms on top of that. In the context of this thesis, we will show how to use them to implement a barrier and agreement protocols. For the latter, we show a simple two-phase commit protocol and 1Paxos, a Paxos-variant for multicore machines.

Broadcasts  Smelt’s broadcast primitives guarantee reliability and ensure that all nodes receive messages in the same order (atomic broadcast). We assume that multicores today are fail-stop as a whole and hence either run reliable or the entire machine fails. This includes the interconnect: messages are sent reliably and in order. What remains is for software to provide buffer management to guarantee that senders do not overwrite messages in queues before receivers read them.
5.3. Design

Future machines will likely have partial failures that are exposed to and have to be handled by programmers [FKMM15]. Smelt does not currently provide reliable channels over unreliable hardware: however, we believe that our machine model could naturally be extend to a system with a combination of reliable and unreliable connection channels. As a result, a good message-passing configuration of the topology would be composed out of a mixture of different message-passing backend implementations, each of them tuned to a subset of the machine.

Smelt’s broadcasts start at a defined root and therefore all messages are sent through the root which acts as a sequentializer. An alternative approach would be to use multiple trees with different roots. In that case, however, each core has to poll several memory locations for messages associated with multiple endpoints from different trees. This increases the receive overhead on each core, but also the latency, as each endpoint is only checked in a round-robin fashion. The sequentializer together with the provided FIFO property of the edge links implements the atomic broadcast property.

**Reductions** Collective operations such as reductions do in-network processing on each node from payload received from all children and pass the new value to the parent node. We use the same tree as in the broadcasts whereas the final value can be obtained at the root.

**Finding a broadcast on multicores** In order to find a topology for executing broadcasts, we take as an input the graph representation of the machine as described in Section 2.4.2.2. This represents low-level information about the communication capabilities of a concrete multicore.

![Example of fully connected input graph for four CPUs and one possible resulting broadcast tree topology](image)

Figure 5.9: Example of fully connected input graph for four CPUs and one possible resulting broadcast tree topology $\tau$ with root 1 and edge send order. The root of the broadcast tree $v_r$ is visualized with a dark background. The order in which messages are sent to children is given as an edge priority.

As shown in Figure 5.9, the desired output consists of three parts:

- a root $v_{\text{root}}$,
- a tree $T = (V, E')$ with $E' \subseteq E$, where $T$ is a spanning tree of $G$ and
• the schedule \( O(v_s, v_d) \), a function representing the order in which a source vertex \( v_s \) sends on its outgoing edge to \( v_c \). \( o \) maps to a single integer value out of range \( 1 \ldots n \) for a node \( v_s \) with outdegree \( n \).

The combination of tree topology \( T \), schedule \( O \) and the root node \( v_{\text{root}} \) has to be chosen such that the latency \( \text{lat}(T) \) is minimal.

\[
\text{lat}(T, o) = \max_{v \in V} \text{lat}(T, o, v)
\]

The latency \( \text{lat}(T, o) \) is given recursively from (i) send time \( t_{\text{send}}(v_p, v_i) \), the cost of sending a message from vertex \( v_p \) to \( v_i \), and (ii) \( \text{lat}(T, o, v) \), the time until node \( v \) receives a message \( T \) starting in node \( v \).

For a node \( v_k \) with parent \( v_p \) and a schedule \( o \) with \( o(v_p, v_k) = k \), the recursive calculation is calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lat}(T, v_{\text{root}}) &= 0 \\
\text{lat}(T, v_k) &= \text{lat}(T, v_p) + \sum_{i=1}^{k} t_{\text{send}}(v_p, v_i) + t_{\text{receive}}(v_p, v_k)
\end{align*}
\]

Send operations are implemented as memory store instructions. From the perspective of software, only one instruction is executed by each send, making it impossible to further parallelize it. Hardware provides write buffers caching write operations until they are applied to the caches. It therefore hides the cost of the cache-coherence protocol to some extend allowing some small number of send operations to be executed concurrently. However, write buffers are small and quickly filled up, forcing consecutive send operations to wait for previous ones to finish. Consequently, send operations are to a large extent executed sequentially, which is why \( v_k \)'s latency is delayed by the send cost of neighboring siblings \( v_i \) of its parent’s node \( v_p \), that have a lower send order: \( o(v_p, v_i) < o(v_p, v_k) \).

**Simulation**

Our model allows to simulate and predict the performance and therefore reason about the performance of algorithms on a wide set of machines. We depict it in Figure 5.10.

The simulator is an event based program. Available events are send, receive and propagate. Events are raised by algorithms that define the sequence in which these events occur and define each processor’s internal state. For example, for reductions, the internal state is the number of messages already received from children before the message can be forwarded to the node’s parent. As soon as enough receive events have been raised on that node, it will schedule a send to its parent.
Children and parents are encoded in the topology that is executed and the timing information is read from the pairwise data in the machine model as we have described in Section 2.4.2.2. The Simulator ensures that receives and sends are executed sequentially, as it would be executed by hardware.

In its core, the Simulator uses a virtual time emulating cycles and schedules events as given ordered by a priority queue. It predicts the execution time of algorithms for a concrete set of machines based on the pairwise measurements as included in the their models.

As we show in our evaluation in Section 5.5.3, our predictions, while not perfect, are in line with what has been reported by the community. Ours approach is quick to evaluate due to a simple model, even across a wide set of machines and allows to rapidly test new algorithms for a large arsenal of multicore machines, which allows adequate predictions about how an algorithm will perform in a real setup of an average machine.

**Adaptive tree: a machine-aware broadcast tree**

When building our tree, we rely on the performance characteristics described in Chapter 2, and make use of the fact that the Tree Generator can defer a global view on the system state for message send and receive times. For example, it knows which messages are in transit and which nodes are idle. The Tree Generator operates as an event-based simulation using our pairwise measurements (Section 2.4.2.2). Whenever an active core is idle, it uses the
model to choose an inactive core to send the next message to.

The desired output of the Tree Generator is (i) the root of the tree, (ii) a spanning tree connecting all nodes, and (iii) a schedule that describes the send order in each node.

Note that, while we generally discuss broadcasts to all cores of a multicore machine, the algorithm presented here can directly be applied to generating multicast trees as well. The machine model contains the performance characteristics of the entire machine including any arbitrary subset of cores and hence, can be directly used for generating multicast trees with the exactly same algorithm. We show the performance of Shoal’s multicast in Section 5.5.4.

Step 1: Base algorithm

We now first describe our basic offline algorithm to generate a broadcast tree, which we call adaptive tree. This algorithm is the foundation for optimizations presented later. It builds a basic machine-aware tree in a single iteration. In contrast to optimizations described later, the basic version of the algorithm does not reconsider an edge already chosen for the broadcast for replacement by other edges.

The task is to design a good heuristic to find near-optimal solutions. For example, messages can first be sent on expensive links to minimize the cost of the link that dominates the broadcast execution time. An alternative strategy would be to send on cheap links first to increase the level of parallelism early up. However, we found that for current multicore machines, it is more important to send on expensive links first: local communication is comparably fast, so messages can be distributed locally and efficiently once received on a NUMA node. This is likely a consequence of the communication cost still being non-uniform on many machines (e.g. Figure 2.5) and even on machines with a uniform remote communication cost (e.g. Figure 2.6), it is still important to execute remote communication first, as they are significantly slower than local one.

Another trade-off is between minimizing expensive cross-NUMA links and avoiding nodes being idle. Our approach to this problem is to initially avoid redundant cross-NUMA links, but to iteratively add them in the optimization phase in case idle nodes have enough slack to send more messages and the message would be received earlier via an additional NUMA link rather than a belated local communication given the often higher cost of remote communication.

Our heuristics are as follows:

1. We select the root to be the core having the lowest average send cost to every other node in the system.

2. Remote cores first: We prioritize long paths as they dominate the latency for broadcasts. We select the cheapest core from the most ex-
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3. Avoid expensive communication links: We send the message to a remote NUMA node only if no other core on that node has received the message. We can do this because our Tree Generator has global knowledge on the messages in flight. This minimizes cross-NUMA node communication.

4. Local communication last: Send messages to cores on local nodes last, since this is relatively cheap.

5. Parallelism: We try to involve all nodes in the broadcast as much as possible. The challenge here is to find the optimal fan-out of the tree in each node. The result often resembles an imbalanced tree so that cores that received a copy of the message early have a larger sub-tree than later ones.

6. No redundancy: We never send messages to the same core twice. The Tree Generator knows which messages are in flight and will not schedule another send operation to the same core. We will relax this heuristic slightly with incremental improvements of the tree as described in the next section.

We describe the tree generation in detail in Algorithm 1. At any point during the generation run, a core in the Tree Generator can be in either of two states: (i) active meaning that it has received a message and is able to forward message to other nodes, or (ii) inactive otherwise. Inactive nodes are waiting to receive a message from their parent. The set of active cores is denoted as $A_{\text{cores}}$. NUMA nodes are active if at least one of its cores is active ($A_{\text{nodes}}$).

When generating the tree, we heavily rely on our machine model, in particular the pairwise send- and receive cost introduced in Section 2.4.2.2. $t_{\text{send}}$ and $t_{\text{receive}}$ directly refer to these measurements. Function $\text{SEND}(v)$ sends a message to node $v$. Functions $\text{PICK}_\text{MOST}_\text{EXPENSIVE}()$ and $\text{PICK}_\text{CHEAPEST}()$ select the most expensive or cheapest out of the given set of cores respectively. We use the first one to find the most expensive NUMA node using the sum of send and receive time as a metric for the overall cost of communication with that core. $\text{PICK}_\text{CHEAPEST}()$ works similarly, except that we select only on the send cost to minimize the effort required on the sending core. Function $\text{NODE}_\text{OF}(c)$ returns on all cores that are on the same node than $c$.

The output of the algorithm is given from function $\text{SEND}$. The call adds the corresponding edge to the output graph $T$ and remembers the ordering as returned by $o$.

We build the trees once at program initialization, although our framework supports acquiring and replacing the tree online.

We observed that the tree obtained from this algorithm is multi-level tree for most machines. Message delivery is first executed across NUMA nodes.
Algorithm 1 Smelt: adaptive tree generator

\[ C_{all} \] \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Set of cores}
\[ A_{nodes} \leftarrow \text{NODE} \_\text{OF}(c_{root}) \] \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Active nodes}
\[ A_{cores} \leftarrow c_{root} \] \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Active cores}

\textbf{function} \text{PICK\_MOST\_EXPENSIVE}(C, i) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Pick most expensive neighbor}
\textbf{return} \ \arg \max_{x \in C} (t_{send}(i, x) + t_{receive}(i, x))

\textbf{function} \text{PICK\_CHEAPEST}(C, i) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Pick cheapest neighbor}
\textbf{return} \ \arg \min_{x \in C} (t_{send}(i, x))

\textbf{function} \text{NODE\_IDLE}(i) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Executed for active idle node } i
\[ C_{inactive} \leftarrow C_{all} \cap (A_{cores} \cup \text{CORES} \_\text{OF}(A_{nodes})) \]
\[ c_{next} \leftarrow \text{PICK\_MOST\_EXPENSIVE}(C_{inactive}, i) \]
\textbf{if} \ \text{SAME\_NODE}(i, c_{next}) \ \textbf{then} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Local}
\text{SEND}(c_{next})
\[ A_{cores} \leftarrow A_{cores} \cup c_{next} \] \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Mark core active}
\textbf{else}
\[ C_{eligible} \leftarrow \text{NODE} \_\text{OF}(c_{next}) \] \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{All cores on node}
\[ c_{next} \leftarrow \text{PICK\_CHEAPEST}(C_{eligible}, i) \]
\text{SEND}(c_{next}) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Send remotely}
\[ A_{nodes} \leftarrow A_{nodes} \cup \text{NODE} \_\text{OF}(c_{next}) \]
\[ A_{cores} \leftarrow A_{cores} \cup r \]

\textbf{function} \text{ADAPTIVE\_TREE} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{executed by the Tree Generator}
\textbf{while} \ C_{all} \cap A_{cores} \neq \emptyset \ \textbf{do}
\textbf{if} \ c_{self} \in A_{cores} \ \textbf{then}
\text{NODE\_IDLE}(c_{self})
\textbf{else}
\text{WAIT\_MESSAGE}

and then further distributed within each node. The Tree Generator creates a multi-level hierarchy in either of these steps only if the send operation is relatively expensive compared to receives. Otherwise, it will sequentially send messages. For example, with a NUMA node, sequentially sending messages is often faster than a multi-level sub-tree.

In our evaluation (§5.5.1), we show that a tree generated with our Tree Generator performs comparably or better than the best static tree topology on a wide range of machines. While the algorithm itself might have to be improved in the future to cope with changes in hardware development, the approach of using micro benchmarks to capture fine-grained hardware details for building machine-aware broadcast trees should still be applicable. Programmers then automatically benefit from an improved version of
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the algorithm constructing the tree, even in presence of completely new and fundamentally different hardware without having to change application program code. Consequently, we believe our generator to be useful for future increasingly heterogeneous multicores.

Note that our algorithm is designed for broadcasts trees, but we show in Section 4.6 that it also works well for reductions. However, our design and implementation are flexible enough to use different trees for reductions and broadcasts if necessary for future hardware.

Figure 5.11a shows an example of an adaptive tree as generated for I NL 4x8x2 (cf. Section A).

![Figure 5.11a](image)

(a) Step 1: basic adaptive tree

![Figure 5.11b](image)

(b) Step 2: applying optimizations

Figure 5.11: Adaptive tree for I NL 4x8x2. The y-axis lists core IDs. Red boxes represent receive operations and orange boxes sends. Arrows between boxes visualize the propagation time, which we assume to be zero. The right-hand side shows the tree as generated by the base algorithm and the left-hand side after applying additional optimizations.

**Step 2: Optimizations**

Smelt’s initial strategy is to build a hierarchical tree, where only one expensive cross-NUMA link is taken per node. This gives a good initial tree, but
leaves room for further improvements. The following optimizations can be applied on top of the basic tree generated in step 1.

**Reorder sends: most expensive subtree** Smilt’s basic algorithm as described before sends on expensive links first. This is a good initial strategy, but can be further improved after constructing the entire tree-topology. In order to minimize the latency of the broadcast, the time until a message reaches the last core has to be reduced. Sending on links that have the most expensive sub-tree intuitively achieves that.

**Shuffling: adding further cross-NUMA links** As soon as a NUMA node is active, i.e. has received a message or has a message being sent to it already, it will not be consider for further cross-NUMA transfers.

On larger machines, this can lead to an imbalance, where some threads already terminate the broadcast and become idle when they could still further participate in forwarding the message to minimize global latency of the broadcast tree. Let’s consider a simple example:

In Figure 5.11a, this is for example visible on core 14, which only sends one local message. It does not consider sending further remote messages, since that would be redundant. However, looking at that topology, it seems natural to further involve that node in the broadcast.

Figure 5.12 shows a zoomed in version with only cores 0 and 14. Core 14 is finished early and does not send any more messages, since each other NUMA node already received a message or has one in flight and all its local nodes finished as well. Core 0 terminates considerably later. The time between core 0 and core 14 finishing is $t_{slack}$ as indicated in the figure.

If an additional cross-NUMA link between core 14’s and core 10’s NUMA node would terminate faster despite adding another expensive cross-NUMA link, it is beneficial from a purely-latency perspective to allow core 14 to execute this additional NUMA link replacing the link that initially connected node 0 before this optimization.

**Figure 5.12: Optimization: add further cross-NUMA links**

Smelt executes the following algorithm to decide if an additional cross-NUMA link can be beneficial for a concrete pair for cores, i.e. if for two cores $v_s$ and $v_e$, having a link $v_s \rightarrow v_e$ would reduce the latency of the broadcast. This can be determined from the model. In each iterative step, we select nodes $v_s$
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and \( v_e \) as the node that first becomes idle and the node that terminates last respectively. If \( t_{send} + t_{receive} < t_{slack} \), Smelt adds an additional cross-NUMA link. Then we iteratively optimize until adding edge \( v_s \to v_e \) does not further reduce the latency of the tree. If this is the case, the resulting tree from replacing previous edge \( v_s \to v_e \) with \( v_s \to v_e \) is always better according to the model. If slower, the algorithm would not have chosen to optimize it and terminated.

The result can be further improved by sorting the edges. Hence, after each “shuffle”-operation, we reorder the scheduling of sends on each outgoing connection of a core by the cost of the receiving core’s sub-tree as described in the previous section.

Figure 5.11b visualizes this for I NL 4x8x2: compared to the base algorithm, our “shuffle” operation detects an opportunity for adding an additional cross-NUMA link. Furthermore, it re-orders several message schedules according to the cost of the neighbors subtree. For example, node 23 executes its cross-NUMA connections now in a different order.

Finding the optimal solution

Despite being a type of minimum spanning tree, traditional graph algorithms cannot be used to solve the MST problem in our context as they do not consider the edge priorities. In fact, finding a broadcast tree in the telephone model for an arbitrary graph is known to be NP-hard [SCH81]. A brute-force approach to the problem is not feasible as the search space grows rapidly. To obtain the best tree given a set of nodes \( n \), we need to construct first all the possible trees with \( n \) nodes. This the Catalan Number [DZ80] of order \( n - 1 \) \( (C_{n-1}) \). Moreover, there are \( n! \) possible schedules per tree. Hence the number of possible configurations is shown in Equation 5.1.

\[
N_{trees} = n!C_{n-1} = \frac{(2n-2)!}{(n-1)!}
\]  

(5.1)

Assuming 1ms for evaluating the model of a single tree, this would take over 6 months for 10 cores. We ran a brute-force search for up to 8 cores (5 hours) for a subset of our machines, and compared the adaptive tree against the optimal solution under the model as well as on real hardware. The estimated runtime by our Tree Generator predicts that Shoal’s adaptive tree has a relative error of 9% versus the optimal solution determine by the brute-force approach. If both versions are executed on hardware, the error is larger at around 13% on average.

Note that our Smelt algorithm has been designed for large multicore machines, and evaluating its optimality for configurations of only 8 cores does not show the full potential of our methodology. Unfortunately, due to the high cost of calculating the optimal tree with a brute-force approach, we were not able to extend this validation to bigger machines.
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Implementation

The runtime library of Smelt is written in C/C++ and takes the generated tree configurations as input. It allows the programmer to easily implement machine optimized higher-level protocols by abstracting the channel setup and message-passing functionality. Currently, a Smelt application runs as a single, multi-threaded process. Our library is portable and we provide support for Linux and the Barrelios OS [Bar15]. We now explain Smelt’s interface and message-passing aspects.

Runtime

The Smelt runtime is an OS- and architecture-independent C++ library, but all experiments in this thesis have been conducted on Linux. The runtime allows the programmer to easily implement machine optimized higher-level protocols by abstracting the required channel setup and message-passing functionality. This runtime is structured in two layers. We first explain the transport layer and secondly the collective layer with its core concepts, interfaces and abstractions.

Transport layer

This layer provides standalone peer-to-peer message-passing functionality including send, receive and OS-independent abstraction for setup. Smelt’s transport layers provide reliable, in-order delivery of messages. Smelt provides a synchronous as well as an asynchronous interface. Hardware already provides in-order delivery, since writes on memory are visible in the same order as they have been executed. In addition to that, flow-control has to be provided in order to guarantee that message queues are not overflowing on the receiver.

Our message-passing implementation is a Linux version of UMP originally implemented for Barrelios [BBD+09], which is in turn inspired by URPC [BALL91]. UMP consists of a circular buffer of cache line-sized slot residing in shared-memory. Each message contains a header which includes the sequence number and epoch to identify new messages and to provide flow control. Each cacheline has one producer and one consumer to minimize the impact of the cache-coherence protocol. The cache lines holding messages are modified only by the sender. The receiver of a message is polling on an epoch bit, which is toggled by the sender once the entire message has been written. The receiver periodically updates a cacheline with the sequence number of the last received message. This line is checked by the sender to determine whether a slot can be reused. Compared to the original UMP implementation, we disabled sleeping and allocate a separate memory location for acknowledgments, rather than having them as part of the message.
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Smelt abstracts message-passing implementations by a *queue-pair* and therefore allows to switch the transport backend transparently. Messages are abstracted using Smelt messages which encapsulate payload and length to be sent over the transport layer.

```c
// UMP control word
union smlt_ump_ctrl {
    struct {
        smlt_ump_idx_t epoch;    // UMP epoch
        smlt_ump_idx_t last_ack; // UMP header
    } c;
    smlt_ump_ctrl_word_t raw;  // raw field
};
// Smelt message
struct smlt_msg {
    uint32_t words;
    uint32_t bufsize;
    smlt_msg_payload_t* data;
};
```

The interface for send and receive is then the following:

```c
errval_t smlt_queuepair_send(struct smlt_qp *queue_pair,
                              struct smlt_msg *message);
errval_t smlt_queuepair_recv(struct smlt_qp *queue_pair,
                              struct smlt_msg *message);
```

Sending or receiving a message may block if the channel is full or empty respectively – whether or not such an operation will block can be queried.

The transport layer abstraction supports multiple backends that must adhere to the specification of a Smelt queuepair. We implement two different backends for shared-memory machines and believe it to be a good foundation for future extensions to inter-machine communication. In addition to our UMP-variant, we also integrate the FastForward [GMV08] backend, a cacheline optimized, lock-free queue into Smelt. Throughout the evaluation of this paper, we omit FastForward for brevity and focus on UMP. The modularity of Smelt will enable us to integrate message-passing backends over IP or RDMA protocols in the future.

**Collective layer**

The collective layer builds upon the transport layer and provides machine-aware, optimized group communication primitives based on broadcasts. Such
collective operations involve one or more Smelt-threads in the system and rely on Smelt’s core concepts topologies and contexts.

We first introduce two fundamental concepts of Smelt: topologies and contexts. Based on that, we describe our basic collective operations: broadcasts, reductions and barriers.

**Topology** A Smelt-topology describes the communication structure for the collective operation. It defines which participants are part of this communication group, i.e., the multicast group. Normally, the topology is generated at program initialization time from the machine model as described in Section 5.3.2. For debugging purposes, we also allow to load the topology from a configuration file. This guarantees determinism.

**Contexts** Smelt takes the topology description as a blueprint for creating the required transport links. Smelt calls a fully instantiated topology a context, which are encapsulated in a context. A topology can be used to create multiple contexts. Collective operations require a valid context to identify the parent and child nodes. Each context has a distinct node which is the root of the tree.

**Broadcast** Smelt’s broadcast implements an atomic broadcast, i.e., is reliable and ensures that if one node receives a message, all other nodes will also receive this message and that all nodes see messages in the same order.

```c
errval_t smlt_broadcast(struct smlt_context *context,
                        struct smlt_msg *message);
```

Smelt’s broadcast starts at a fixed per-context root through which all messages are sent: the root therefore acts as a sequentializer. The sequentializer, together with the FIFO property of the edge links and reliable transmission, implements the atomic broadcast property.

It is possible to have multiple contexts with different roots. However, in that case, each core has to poll several memory locations associated with multiple endpoints from different trees to check for new messages. This increases the receive overhead on each core. More importantly, it also increases the latency, as multiple channels have to be polled and the arrival of a message might only be detected after a full round of checking all other channels before the new message is eventually discovered.

Note that using the root node as sequentializer and proxy for broadcasts requires one more message to be sent and therefore adds one additional message transfer to the end-to-end latency of the broadcast. This proxy message cannot be overlapped with other computation and happens before parallel computation is possible by spreading out the tree. This will potentially be a problem on smaller machines, as a higher fraction of the total execution time of the broadcast is spent executing the proxy message.
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Another problem with the sequentializer approach is that the sequentializer node has to potentially forward messages on behalf of every other core. To sense when other cores want to broadcast, the sequentializer has to pull a cache line for each potential sender core. Consequently, the root has to potentially poll \( n - 1 \) channels to detect if any other node wants to send a message. This is not feasible in many cases. To mitigate the latter, Smelt makes use of the fact that many applications know who the initiator of a broadcast will be (see 1Paxos in Section 5.5.8 as an example) and that the root can be chosen arbitrarily for others (such as barriers). The interface hence allows programmers to specify which core is initiating the broadcast, which allows the sequentializer to poll only for messages from this single sending node.

Implementing a sequentializer node also provides a bottleneck for high-throughput applications. However, as our work is mostly looking into low latency rather than high throughput applications, we found this not to be a problem for the programs we used in our evaluation.

Finally, due to the flexible concept of contexts, we think that Smelt’s interface allows any of the described options to implement a broadcast. This is important since the choice is likely applications-specific.

Reduce  A reduction is an operation, which blocks until a node receives an intermediate result from all its children. It then aggregates these values and forwards it to its own parent node. The procedure is repeated until the root of the tree calculates the final aggregate.

Reductions do in-network processing on each node from payload received from all children, and pass the new value to the parent node. The message flow for reductions is significantly different from broadcasts. For a given tree topology, messages are sent from children to their parents, i.e. a send operation for a broadcast becomes a receive operation if the reduction is executed on the same tree. Furthermore, sends from children can be executed in parallel while receive operations have to be processed sequentially on the parent. This is inverse to the execution flow of broadcasts.

Despite these differences, we use the same tree as for broadcasts for reductions as well. The final value can then be obtained from the root. While this does not generally provide the best possible solution for reductions, this approach keeps the design simple while still achieving good performance in our evaluation. However, we expect that in the future a separate tree for reductions and stored in its own context.

```c
errval_t smlt_reduce(struct smlt_context *context,
                     struct smlt_msg *input,
                     struct smlt_msg *result,
                     smlt_reduce_fn_t operation);
```

The reduction takes an operation argument pointing to a function that
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implements the reduce-operation. At the root, the result parameter contains the reduces value.

**Barrier**  With the basic collective operations *reduce* and *broadcast*, we implement a barrier as shown in the code below. Note that we use the optimized zero-payload variants of *reduce* and *broadcast*.

```c
void smlt_barrier(struct smlt_context *context) {
    smlt_reduce(context);
    smlt_broadcast(context);
}
```

Despite its simplicity, our barrier outperforms or is comparable to state-of-the-art implementations, as we show in our evaluation (Sections 5.5.5, 5.5.6, and 5.5.7). This demonstrates that a highly-tuned generic machine-aware broadcast as implemented by Smelt can be used for higher-level protocols that benefit automatically from Smelt’s optimizations.

**Two-phase commit**  We furthermore implement a simple non-fault-tolerant agreement protocol: two-phase commit. It is implemented as a broadcast followed by a reduction. If the request was accepted by every node, the initiator informs all other nodes with another final broadcast.

**Evaluation**

Section A in the appendix shows the characteristics of the machines we are using for the evaluation of Smelt.

**Message passing tree topologies**

Here, we evaluate the performance of atomic broadcasts, reductions, barriers and two-phase commit. We conduct these experiments using different tree topologies as described in Chapter 5.2.4 on a wide range of machines. We show that the choice of the tree topology matters and that there is no tree topology that works well across all protocols and machines, even for topologies that consider the NUMA hierarchy of the machine.

We measure how long it takes until every thread has completed the execution of the collective operation. We avoid relying on synchronized clocks and do this by introducing an additional message to signal completion: for atomic broadcast and two-phase commit a distinct leaf sends a message to the root. We measure the time until the root (i.e. the initiator of the operation) receives this message. We repeat this for all leaves and select the maximum time among them. For reductions, this is reversed and the root sends the message to the leaf. For barriers, we measure the cost on each core.
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Comparison with the best pre-generated topology

The heat-map in Figure 5.13 shows the speedup of Smelt when executing an atomic broadcast (“bcast”), reduction (“red”), barrier and a two-phase commit (“2PC”). For each, we compared with the best pre-generated tree on each machines. For example, if the “cluster” topology is the best tree topology beside Smelt on a machine, we use that as a baseline. Machines are sorted by the number of sockets, i.e. machines on the right-hand side of the plot are larger. As expected, the benefit of using Smelt is larger on bigger machines. This is because smaller machines are less sensitive to the tree topology.

Shoal not only matches the best tree topology on each machines, but also manages to achieve an average speedup of 1.16 over all machines peaking at a speedup of up to 1.24x compared to the best static tree on AMD (A SH 4x4x1) and up to 1.53x on Intel (I NL 4x8x2).

Smelt’s performance for barriers and two-phase commits is similar to that of atomic broadcasts. However, the performance of reductions only achieves an average relative speedup of 1.07x. On I BF 2x4x2 and I IB 2x10x2 Smelt performs significantly worse than the best other topology on these machines (best configurations on both machine: cluster). This is a result of our tree being tuned for broadcasts rather than reductions. Tuning the outdegree of the tree as done for the atomic broadcast does not apply to the reduction, since send operation in the trees become receive operations in an reduction. While probably worth further investigation — particularly for potentially
more heterogeneous multicore machines in the future —, we found using the same tree for both broadcasts and reductions reasonably good on most machines and hence decided to use the same in both directions for simplicity.

In summary, for an atomic broadcast, the cluster tree topology manages to be the second best topology on 5 machines, the cluster tree topology on 3, and the Fibonacci tree as well as the MST at 1 of the machines each. The average speedup of Smelt over the best other topology across all machines is 23%.

To conclude, this experiment shows that even when the best pre-generated topology for a concrete machine is known, Smelt still manages to improve the performance.

**Breakdown for selected machines**

Figure 5.14 shows the detailed comparison of two 4-socket AMD machines (A BC 8x4x1 and A IS 4x6x1) and two 4-socket Intel machines (I NL 4x8x2 and I SB 4x8x2) when executing a broadcast, a reduction, a barrier and a two-phase commit on the static tree topologies introduce in Section 5.2.4 and Smelt.

Our results support the claim that there is no clear best pre-generated topology for all machines and the choice depends on the architecture as well as the workload. As expected, sequentially sending messages and the badtree topology result in a significant slowdown compared to all other topologies. The other hardware oblivious trees, binary and Fibonacci, perform comparable but suffer from using too many inter-socket messages. The cluster topology takes the NUMA hierarchy into consideration and performs well in most of the cases but not all of them (e.g. barriers on A BC 8x4x1 or atomic broadcast on I NL 4x8x2 and I SB 4x8x2). This is because of using a fixed outdegree in each nodes and the rather static topology in which the send order of the messages is not optimized. The cluster tree-topology is similar to what the adaptive tree generates: it builds a hierarchical tree, where communication is first executed between NUMA nodes followed by executing another tree locally within each NUMA node. In our case, both the cross-NUMA and intra-NUMA trees are binary trees. However, the cluster tree topology fails to select the outdegree of nodes ideally based on the difference between send and receive cost, which causes processors that are involved in the message exchange early up to idle rather than sending additional messages.

Despite using machine characteristics to select a minimum spanning tree with the minimal total cost in the case of sequential execution, the MST topology does not consider the protocol’s communication patterns nor tries to maximize parallelism. While it achieves good performance on I NL 4x8x2, it works badly on others.

In contrast, Smelt’s adaptive tree achieves good performance across all configurations due to the fact that it uses hardware information enriched with real measurements to capture fine-grained performance characteristics of the
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![Graphs showing performance of various tree topologies for broadcast (bcast), reduction (red), barrier and two-phase commit.](image)

Figure 5.14: Performance of various tree topologies for broadcast (bcast), reduction (red), barrier and two-phase commit.

machine and adapt the message topology as well as scheduling accordingly. Our results show that generating a tree for a machine based on our machine model as described in Section 5.3.2 achieves good results without manual tuning and that the tree topology matters. We also show that there is no static topology that performs best on all machines even for topologies that are considering the NUMA hierarchy. In contrast, Smelt is able to adapt to a wide set of micro-architectures and machine configurations without manual tuning.
Evaluation of adaptive tree optimizations

In Section 5.3.2.2, we present optimizations for reordering and shuffling messages, which iteratively tune the basic algorithm such that idle cores send further cross-NUMA messages if the predicted execution of the broadcast leaves enough slack for it.

Note that according to the model, the optimizations always return a better tree. However, that might not necessarily lead to better performance on hardware as the machine model might not be precise enough to accurately choose whether further optimizations can be applied to a tree or not.

![Runtime Comparison](Figure 5.15: Comparison of the optimized version of the adaptive tree (Section 5.3.2.2) to the basic algorithm.)

In Figure 5.15, we compare the performance of the adaptive tree in the basic version to a tree with optimizations enabled. Our results suggest that the optimized version of the adaptive tree does not provide significantly better performance for broadcasts, as trees in that case are fairly regular allowing the basic adaptive tree to build a very good tree topology already. Additional cross-NUMA links as added by the optimizations are unnecessary, as the more expensive links across nodes cannot deliver messages to cores earlier compared to locally sending messages even though local sends can often be started only later in time when one of the cores on each NUMA node already received the message.

However, our optimizations might provide a good starting point for incre-
mental changes to the tree, for example as a consequence of hardware failures or changes in the system’s load that require reconfiguration.

**Accuracy of the model**

We now evaluate the accuracy of our model (Chapter 2) for atomic broadcasts. In Figure 5.16, we show our results in a heat map for all topologies on all machines. A value of 1.0 indicates that the Simulator’s prediction is 100% accurate compared to execution of an atomic broadcast on real hardware, values < 1.0 indicate that the Simulator underestimates the cost of a broadcast and > 1.0 means an overestimate of the cost of executing the broadcast on real hardware.

Note that it was not the goal of our Simulator to accurately predict the performance of message passing algorithms on multicore hardware, but to provide a solid foundation for generating machine-aware broadcast trees without programmer’s invention. Our focus was more on being able to generate the model automatically from micro benchmarks rather than accuracy. For higher accuracy, a more fine-grained modeling of the cache-coherence protocol as in [RH16] would likely be required.

Note that, as with the evaluation of tree topologies in Section 5.5.1, our measurements on hardware and consequently also the Simulator’s prediction include the cost of one additional message sent from each leaf node of the tree in turn to notify the root of completion of the broadcast. From each leaf’s measurement, we take the maximum. The Simulator considers this by simulating this additional message as well.

Figure 5.16 reveals that our prediction is less accurate for machines with SMT threading enabled. This is likely a consequence of the non-deterministic scheduling of both hyperthreads to physical contexts. Smelt is not optimized for SMT threads either: e.g. it indefinitely polls channels until a message can be found. While in the case of our pairwise measurements (Section 2.4.2.2) all but two threads are idling keeping the side effects of SMT threads minimal, here each threads in the system constantly polls its inward channels. The model’s prediction has an average relative error of 20.6% compared to execution on real hardware for machines without SMT threads.

With all machines including SMT, the prediction is worse. On average the Simulator then has a 34% relative error compared to execution on real hardware. The adaptive tree and cluster topology have the highest average error in their prediction (41% and 38% respectively) and the bad tree is most accurate (38% error). On I SB 2x8x2, the prediction is worst at an average relative error of 83% and best on I SB 4x8x2 with an average error of 11% despite SMT threads.

While a more precise model would likely be beneficial, we found our machine model precise enough to build efficient trees for current multicore machines (Section 5.5.1).
Figure 5.16: Evaluation of the Simulator’s precision. We show the relative error of the Simulator compared to execution of hardware. “AT optimized” refers to the optimized version of the adaptive tree (Section 5.3.2.2). Machines with SMT enabled are listed first and otherwise sorted by the number of NUMA nodes.

Multicast

Certain workloads require collective communication within only a subset of the available cores. We evaluate this multicast-scenario by running the atomic broadcast benchmark from Section 5.5.1 and vary the number of threads from two up to the maximum number of hardware-threads on each machine. For this, we allocate threads round-robin from NUMA node one at a time, e.g. when showing four cores on a machine with four NUMA nodes, we would place one thread on each NUMA node. To visualize the effect of other thread allocation strategies, we fill NUMA nodes on I BF 2x4x2 before allocating threads from other nodes rather than allocating them from nodes one at a time.

Figure 5.17 shows the multicast scaling behavior of Shoal compared to the static tree configurations on two Intel (I IB 2x10x2 and I BF 2x4x2) and two AMD machines (A IL 4x4x2 and A IS 4x6x1). For a low number of cores it is often best to send messages sequentially or using an imbalanced Fibonacci tree: we observe this behavior in both Figure 5.17b and 5.17d. This is an especially useful configuration to implement consistent updates to data replicated on a per-NUMA basis as we will show later in Section 5.5.9. With that, all communication links are remote and the hierarchical cluster approach simply produces a binary tree between nodes. When more cores
are involved and the effects of local vs. remote communication becomes more obvious, the cluster topology in many cases performs best out of the static configurations. In summary, the choice of topology does not only depend on the machine, but also the participating cores for the multicast group.

Further, the performance benefit is often higher for Smelt in intermediate configurations: for example in Figure 5.17b, the maximum speedup over the best static topology is 1.25 when 12 cores as to compared to 1.02 for a reduction involving all 24 cores. The maximum negative speedup of Smelt is 0.97 on A IS 4x6x1 for 22 cores. The larger benefit when using Smelt for these partial multicast groups is likely due multicast configurations often being less regular than broadcast trees, in which case our iterative optimizations described in Section 5.3.2.2 show the biggest benefit.

In summary, our results show that Smelt scales well for multicasts and outperforms other topologies in many cases.
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Comparison with MPI and OpenMP

We compare Smelt with two established communication standards: MPI and OpenMP. MPI (Message Passing Interface) [Mes09] is a widely used standard for message-based communication in the HPC community. MPI supports a wide range of collective operations, including broadcasts, reductions and barriers. Furthermore, MPI libraries provide several highly tuned channel implementations and optimizations for shared-memory systems.

OpenMP 4.0 [Ope08] is a standard for shared-memory parallel processing and is supported by most compilers, operating systems and programming languages. The OpenMP runtime library manages the execution of parallel constructs. If not specified otherwise by the nowait directive, threads are implicitly synchronized after a parallel block or explicitly by the barrier directive.

We compare the collectives of MPI (OpenMPI v1.10.2) and OpenMP (GOMP from GCC 4.9.2) with Smelt. For MPI we compare broadcasts, reductions, and barriers. OpenMP only provides reductions and barriers, although functionality similar to that of a broadcast could be implemented using OpenMP’s COPYPRIVATE directive.

For each of them, we execute our experiments 3000 times and take the last 1000 measurements. The broadcasts are executed with a one byte payload and reductions have a single integer payload. In the beginning of each round, we synchronize all the threads with two additional barriers so that all the threads enter the collective operation at the same time and measure only the cost of the single barrier following them. This is different from the benchmark in Section 5.5.1, where we were able to send an additional notification message back to root to indicate completion since all systems were tree-based.

Figure 5.18 shows the results for some of the larger machines. Smelt outperforms MPI for all tested collective operations with speedups between 1.3x and 4.1x. OpenMP performs worse than MPI and has a high standard error. On some machines, barriers perform better than reductions, on others reductions are faster. Smelt has a speedup between 1.8x and 10.3x. OpenMP’s performance breaks down on A IL 4x4x2 with barriers being more than 1000x slower than Smelt’s, perhaps as a consequence of the complexities of its Bulldozer architecture.

OpenMP in detail

Since OpenMP uses explicit and implicit barriers after each parallel construct, we extend the evaluation to demonstrate how Smelt can be used to improve the GOMP library [Fre]. GOMP’s standard barriers are based on atomic instructions and the futex syscall [Dre11, FR02, Lin] on Linux. We replaced GOMP’s barrier with Smelt and compared it against the vanilla version. As workload we took “syncbench” and “arraybench” from the EPCC
OpenMP micro-benchmarks suite [Mar15] using standard settings and 5000 outer repetitions. We ran the benchmark on all available threads.

The results of the benchmark are shown in Figure 5.19. Overall, Smelt performs significantly better or comparable to the original GOMP barriers. In the “BARRIER” micro-benchmark, we achieve up to 5.54x for A IL 4x4x2 and 2.23x for I SB 4x8x2. These results show that replacing the standard barriers in GOMP with Smelt reduces the overhead for synchronization significantly. Note also that especially on A IL 4x4x2, the standard error becomes significantly lower when Smelt is used. We account this to a more deterministic execution of the tree-based implementation compared to the use of shared data structures, where a suboptimal order of threads accessing it can lead to significant cache coherence traffic. Furthermore, OpenMP uses futexes, which can induce a large operating system overhead.

Due to OpenMP’s popularity, many programs written on top of OpenMP
Barriers micro-benchmarks

Barriers are important building blocks for thread synchronization in parallel programs. We compare our barrier implementation with the state-of-the-art MCS dissemination barrier [Amp] (parlibMCS) and a 1-way dissemination barrier that uses atomic flags [RH15] (dissemination). We show that our simple barrier implementation, based on broadcast and reduction, can compete with highly-tuned state-of-the-art shared-memory implementations.

This works because of our highly tuned and machine-aware broadcast tree, that does not only minimize the number of messages that have to be sent (as MCS and butterfly barriers do), but also considers link costs and maximizes parallelism by selecting the outdegree in a way that avoid nodes from being idle before the synchronization is terminated.

In this evaluation, we synchronize threads with each barriers in a tight for-loop of 100’000 iterations. This is yet another barrier benchmark and cannot be directly compared with the previous sections.

The results in Figure 5.20 show significant differences between machines. Whereas on A IL 4x4x2 both the parlibMCS and the dissemination barrier performs slightly better than Smelt, Smelt is up to 2.5x faster on I NL 4x8x2 and 3.0x times faster on I SB 4x8x2. With this evaluation we have shown how a competitive barrier can be implemented easily using Smelt’s hardware aware collective operations.

Across all tested machines, Smelt improves performance of the MCS bar-
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Streamcluster

We now analyze the performance of Smelt barriers in a real application using PARSEC’s Streamcluster [BKSL08] benchmark, which solves the online clustering problem. We choose this benchmark because it is synchronization-intensive. We evaluate the performance of Smelt’s barriers using the optimized adaptive tree compared to PARSEC’s default barriers, pthread barriers, and parlibMCS dissemination barrier [Amp]. As extensively discussed in Chapter 4, a good memory allocation matters for good performance of parallel programs. Hence, we evaluate both, the Streamcluster version optimized with Shoal (Chapter 4) as well as its default native memory allocation strategy.

Our results in Table 5.1 shows our results for some of the bigger machines. We confirm that optimizing both memory accesses and synchronization primitives matter for achieving good performance of parallel programs. Furthermore, our results suggest that our simple barrier implementation based on a generic broadcast tree performs better than shared-memory barrier implementations and is competitive with a state-of-the-art dissemination barrier.

In Figure 5.21, we show our performance in Streamcluster on all evaluated machines. Here, we compare the performance with MCS. Smelt achieves comparable performance on most the machines, despite using a simple barrier implementation based on a generic, but machine-aware tree that has not been particularly optimized for barriers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>pthread</th>
<th>parsec</th>
<th>parlib</th>
<th>Smelt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A BC 8x4x1</td>
<td>no Shoal</td>
<td>211.4 (0.9)</td>
<td>208.2 (2.8)</td>
<td>170.5 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoal</td>
<td>139.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>140.2 (0.2)</td>
<td>112.6 (0.3)</td>
<td>111.6 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A IL 4x4x2</td>
<td>no Shoal</td>
<td>122.9 (4.3)</td>
<td>114.4 (5.7)</td>
<td>64.6 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoal</td>
<td>55.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>54.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>38.6 (0.7)</td>
<td>38.7 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I SB 4x8x2</td>
<td>no Shoal</td>
<td>316.7 (2.4)</td>
<td>315.2 (2.5)</td>
<td>125.0 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoal</td>
<td>84.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>82.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>28.4 (0.1)</td>
<td>27.9 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I NL 4x8x2</td>
<td>no Shoal</td>
<td>193.6 (7.6)</td>
<td>193.7 (5.9)</td>
<td>74.4 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoal</td>
<td>166.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>166.5 (1.8)</td>
<td>54.3 (0.4)</td>
<td>53.4 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Execution time [seconds] of Streamcluster when executing a native workload. Standard error in brackets.

Figure 5.21: Performance of Streamcluster with a state-of-the-art Dissemination barrier compared to Smelt’s barrier evaluated on a wide range of machines.

Performance of Streamcluster closely follows our observation from Section 5.5.6: for example, the performance improvement on I NL 4x8x2 is biggest, but slightly lower on A IL 4x4x2. On A MC 4x12x1, Smelt has the biggest slowdown of all evaluated machines at around 10%.

When enabling Shoal in addition to Smelt, the choice of the barrier implementation has a lower impact on overall performance. Shoal likely already reduces traffic on the interconnect enough to make it less sensitive to additional traffic from synchronization primitives.

Agreement

We implemented the 1Paxos [DGY14] agreement protocol using Smelt. 1Paxos is a Paxos-variant optimized for multicore environments. Normal operation
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is shown in Figure 5.22: a proposer (P) sends a request to the leader (P/L), which forwards the request to the acceptor. Then, a single broadcast from the acceptor to the replicas is needed. We optimized this broadcast using Smelt. Upon receiving the broadcast, the leader responds to the client.

Figure 5.22: 1Paxos in the failure-free case

We vary the number of replicas from 8 to 28 and use 4 cores as load generators which was sufficient to issue enough requests to saturate the system. The measurements are averages of three runs of 20 seconds each. Figures 5.23 present the performance of the agreement protocol and compares it to a simple non-fault-tolerant atomic broadcast with the same number of threads.

The results show that agreement protocol on multicore machines can benefit from an optimized broadcast primitive: using Smelt improves the throughput and response time up to 3x compared to sequential sending when using 28 replicas. As we increase the number of replicas, the sequential broadcast quickly becomes the bottleneck. Our results show that 1Paxos is highly tuned towards multicores as scaling behavior and performance is similar to a plain broadcast.

By using Smelt, we can improve the performance of agreement protocols on multicore machine and improve scalability to larger number of replicas.

Key-value store

We implement a replicated key-value store (kvs) based on 1Paxos to ensure consistency of updates. Several choices for existing key-value stores exists: Redis [Red], for example, is a high-performance in-memory key-value store for shared-memory machines. However, it provides replication only over the network. Communication in that case is based on a socket interface, which is not a good match for shared-memory communication and hence not a meaningful comparison to Smelt. memcached [mem16] As a consequence, it does not provide efficient replication within a single multicore machine.

Due to a lack of alternatives, we felt that rather than modifying one of the existing ones, it would be easier to design our own simple key-value
store. In our setup, we place one replica on each of the 8 NUMA nodes of A IL 4x4x2. A varying number of clients connect to their local KVS instance and issue requests. We executed the benchmark for 20 seconds and 3 runs with a get/set ration of 80/20. Our implementation supports a get/set interface and focuses on small keys (8 byte) and values (16 byte) to avoid fragmentation. We justify this as fragmentation simply increases the total number of messages. Reads are served directly by the replica, while writes have to be applied via the atomic broadcast to guarantee the same order of updates on all replicas.

The set and get performance results are shown in Figure 5.24. Our results demonstrate that, using Smelt, we are able to improve response time and throughput already for a small number of replicas. Under higher load, scalability is better resulting in an up to 3x improved throughput and re-
sponse time for set-requests. Note also that the standard error is lower with Smelt.

![Graphs showing throughput and time for set() and get()](image)

Figure 5.24: get() and set() time and throughput for A IL 4x4x2

### Conclusion and Future work

In this chapter, we re-evaluate tuning broadcast algorithms for multicore machines. We present Smelt, a tool that automatically builds efficient broadcast topologies tuned to machines based on a machine model. Our machine model encodes both static hardware information and costs for sending and receiving messages generated from micro-benchmarks to capture low-level machine characteristics. Smelt provides an easy-to-use API which can be used to build high-level applications on top of it.

We show that adaptive trees generated by Smelt match or outperform the best topology on each of a variety of machines. Barriers implemented on
top of Smelt outperform state-of-the-art algorithms including shared-memory algorithms. Furthermore, we show how to achieve fault-tolerance and good scaling with the number of parallel requests in a in-memory key-value store. Automatically generated broadcast topologies proof to offer high performance without requiring programmers to have detailed understanding of a machine’s topology.

**Future work**

In this chapter, we showed that our adaptive tree is useful for selecting a good machine topology for a wide set of machines automatically based on detailed message-passing characteristics captured in our machine model. It does not just find a topology that matches the best static topology on each machine, but we even improve performance on top the best topology on each machine.

However, we see an even bigger potential for this approach for future hardware:

**Failures and system load**

Future machines will likely experience partial failures [FKMM15]. That will make the broadcast more complex as underlying channels will be unreliable. A good solution to the broadcast problem will then likely be composed of various transport channels: reliability will have to be build on top of unreliable hardware channels similar to IP’s TCP protocol, but a more efficient and lightweight implementation should be used if hardware already provides fault-tolerance, e.g. in fault-tolerance islands.

In case of failures on individual peer-to-peer communication links, the broadcast tree will have to be reconfigured: in contrast to sequentially sending messages, intermediate node and link failures will make the entire subtree rooted in the failing components unavailable until the tree is reconfigured such that the subtree becomes available again through redundant previously unused peer-to-peer channels. We believe that our incremental optimizations of the adaptive tree as described in Section 5.3.2.2 might be a good starting point for this kind of fixes to the tree topology. The goal for reconfiguration then is not just to build another good tree topology, but also to keep the changes required compared to the previous tree configuration small to localize the effect of reconfiguration.

Similar considerations might be applicable to changes in the system load. For example, intermediate nodes in the tree have to execute more work and a penalty in their latency has a large impact on overall broadcast latency compared to leaf nodes. Changes in the system load might therefore make it attractive for the tree to be reconfigured dynamically.

If tightly integrated with the scheduling, threads might also be migrated in response to changes in the system load, which would then require the tree
to be reconfigured similarly.

**Rack-scale computing**

Given the trend towards rack-scale computing [FKMM15], it is likely that future systems will have a variety of different interconnects stacked on top of each other. There will likely be a different interconnect within a socket, between sockets and between rack machines. This adds another layer to the hierarchy of interconnects, possibly with fundamentally different performance characteristics: propagation time between machines will be higher than within a machine and such links might not be reliable forcing software to build reliability on top of unreliable peer-to-peer message channels.

We believe that modeling and simulation will be useful to automatically build topologies for message-passing-based synchronization as well. With an extension of the model described in Chapter 2 capturing the failures on message links, a simulator could build such topologies similarly to Smelt’s approach to solving the multicast problem for multicores.

**Algorithm design**

Our simulator approach might also be a first step to build an environment where algorithm designs can be evaluated with low overhead for a wide set of typical hardware. This can guide programmers when designing new algorithms. For example, for the broadcasting problem: evaluation using our Simulator immediately shows that sequentially sending messages significantly degrades performance on typical larger multicore hardware. This is in contrast to traditional distributed systems (Section 2.5).
Conclusions

Summary

Many parallel programs can suffer from suboptimal memory and, due to mandatory software-parallelism, their performance is often limited by the efficiency of synchronization primitives to coordinate concurrently executing threads. In response to the increasing complexity of multicore machines and the resulting challenges for programmers, we presented a machine-aware memory allocator and synchronization library.

Our approaches firstly rely on collecting application characteristics in the shape of memory access patterns. Secondly, we collect hardware information and enrich them with micro benchmarks where hardware-provided information is insufficient or imprecise. At runtime, this information can be combined to achieve smart and automatic memory management and synchronization.

In this thesis, we have shown how our frameworks achieve good performance of parallel programs on a wide range of multicore machines without programmers having to understand intricate performance characteristics and manually, and repeatedly optimize for the characteristics of a concrete machine.

Directions for future work

Support for dynamic systems

Currently, we are not considering any dynamic properties of the system. For example, we ignore potential other applications running concurrently on the system, which could affect where memory should be allocated and how broadcast trees should be configured. Allocation of memory on already heavily utilized memory controllers should be avoided in favor of others that might be less frequently access. In broadcast trees, node with a high outde-
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gree often need to execute more work and should therefore chosen such that they are no co-locate with busy threads of other applications.

Since the program load is not known beforehand, a good static configuration for both memory allocation and synchronization can still be beneficially. Based on that, incremental optimizations according to the system load can be applied as needed.

**Rack-scale systems**

With machines becoming more complex and hierarchical, automatic tuning is increasingly attractive as well. Our idea of modeling the machine and automatic tuning should still be applicable, although more implementation of backends for synchronization and memory allocation might be required along with new algorithm to choose from them.

**Machine failures**

Current multicore machines fail as one: either the machine is running reliably or it crashes completely. Trends in hardware suggest that this is no longer possible to maintain in hardware and as a consequence, vendors are starting to think about failure units and how to expose failures to programmers.

This strengthens the need to use partitioning not just for performance, but also for fault-tolerance and is yet another reason to help programmers to automatically replica data where appropriate to make their software portable to different hardware platforms.

In addition to memory management, hardware failures also have implications on synchronization primitives. Reconfiguration might be necessary as a reaction to route message around failing system components. Also, in order to provide reliable communication over unreliable message channels, reliability has to be implemented by software. Ideally, this should be done selectively to achieve good performance: software overheads should be kept minimal and redundant re-implementation of mechanisms to provide reliability avoided if already provided by hardware channels. Automatically selecting backends seems crucial for every more complicated hardware to release programmers from the burden of having to understand performance implications of hardware characteristics on their application’s performance.

**Hybrids**

Our current approach to synchronization is to use message-passing globally in the entire machine. However, it might be beneficially to still use shared memory where processors are strongly connected, e.g. with a shared last-level cache. The result then would be a hybrid system, where shared-memory is used for some parts of the machine and these shared-memory islands then
connected via message-passing links. Our approach similar to what we presented in Chapter 5 combined with an extended machine model would be a natural choice for configuration of such a system as well.

While initial results suggest that message-passing might achieve comparable performance than using shared-memory in the general case, there will almost certainly be hardware platforms where socket internal shared memory is more efficient than a manually constructed message-passing implementation in software on top of what the hardware is actually build for.
## Machine characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>machine</th>
<th>A MC 4x12x1</th>
<th>I IB 2x10x2</th>
<th>I NL 4x8x2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 6174</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2</td>
<td>Intel Xeon L7555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro arch</td>
<td>Magny Cours</td>
<td>IvyBridge</td>
<td>Nehalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#cores</td>
<td>4x12x1</td>
<td>2x10x2 @ 2.50GHz</td>
<td>4x8x2 @ 1.87GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caches</td>
<td>64K / 512K / 4M</td>
<td>32K / 256K / 25M</td>
<td>32K / 256K / 24M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>126G</td>
<td>252G</td>
<td>110G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>machine</th>
<th>A BC 8x4x1</th>
<th>I KNC 1x61x4</th>
<th>I SB 2x8x2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 8350</td>
<td>Xeon Phi</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2660 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro arch</td>
<td>Barcelona</td>
<td>Phi (Knights Corner) Co</td>
<td>SandyBridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#cores</td>
<td>8x4x1</td>
<td>1x61x4</td>
<td>2x8x2 @ 2.20GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caches</td>
<td>64K / 512K / 2M</td>
<td>32K / 512K /</td>
<td>32K / 256K / 20M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>15G</td>
<td>15G</td>
<td>64G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>machine</th>
<th>A SH 4x4x1</th>
<th>A IL 4x4x2</th>
<th>I SB 4x8x2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 8380</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 6378</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-4640 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro arch</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Interlagos</td>
<td>SandyBridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#cores</td>
<td>4x4x1</td>
<td>4x4x2</td>
<td>4x8x2 @ 2.40GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caches</td>
<td>64K / 512K / 6M</td>
<td>16K / 2048K / 6M</td>
<td>32K / 256K / 20M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>16G</td>
<td>512G</td>
<td>505G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>machine</th>
<th>I BF 2x4x2</th>
<th>A IS 4x6x1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Xeon L5520</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 8431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro arch</td>
<td>Bloomfield</td>
<td>Istanbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#cores</td>
<td>2x4x2 @ 2.27GHz</td>
<td>4x6x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caches</td>
<td>32K / 256K / 8M</td>
<td>64K / 512K / 4M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>24G</td>
<td>15G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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